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Fastennation

It’s hard to keep a community like ours
buttoned up because our passion is to share
our Flyer spirit. B Y G I TA B A L A K R I S H N A N

Illustration by DAN ZETTWOCH

tons eventually moved to North Carolina.
In time, as is common with the Flyer family, he met another alumnus living in the
area, Tom Ruffolo ’81.
The men became friends, and though
their attempt to create an alumni community did not come to fruition, they remained in touch over the years. And then
one day in January 2019 Ruffolo received a
letter from his friend.
In it, Hopfengardner wrote that although he had “always felt sharp” wearing
his navy blue blazer, the apparel no longer
fit, so it was “time to bury the jacket.” With
the letter came an accompanying package, which Ruffolo opened to reveal eight
shiny, golden UD buttons.
“Wow, this is pretty cool,” Ruffolo remembered thinking. “I had never seen UD
NASSUMING AS THEY SEEM,
insignia on buttons before.” But he knew
buttons have stories to tell. A
exactly what he was going to do with them.
rare, unique button reveals
As with most alumni, Flyer blood runs
history, time and place. And
strong, and so it happened that Ruffolo had
the story of eight UD buttons reveals how
three members of his family graduating
the simple fastener now bonds together
from the University in the Class of 2019
a group of Flyers spanning graduations
— his daughter, Stephanie Ruffolo, and
60 years apart.
nieces Kara Ruffolo and Danielle Ruffolo.
The story begins more than 40 years
When the family got together for the
ago.
graduation party, Tom Ruffolo handed
Jerrold Hopfengardner ’59 was about
three memory boxes to the newly inductto celebrate a birthday when his mothered alumnae — with each box containing
in-law asked what would be a memorable
two golden UD buttons from Hopfengardgift to get him. Carefully considering, he
ner’s jacket.
decided on a navy blue blazer
Kara Ruffolo was amazed.
from D.H. Peer Ltd., a clasIf you have
“It was such a memorable
sic men’s haberdasher on West
a Flyer-to-Flyer
and unique gift,” said Kara RufMonument Avenue in Dayton.
run-in, adventure
folo. The buttons are a part of a
As he recalls, when it came
or experience
that embodies
history she is proud to belong to.
time for the final fitting, he nothe strong
When Tom Ruffolo wrote
ticed the glint of bright gold
community and
Hopfengardner a thank you
buttons, engraved with the Unibond shared by
letter in return, the former asversity seal. He was stunned but
the Flyer family,
sociate dean replied: “I’m very
learned that the owner of the
send your story
thankful the buttons will have
store, knowing Hopefengardner
to magazine@
udayton.edu.
a new life among Flyer Faithful.
was a loyal UD Flyer, changed
Please share with new owners
out the buttons as a gift to him.
their former life.”
Since the University always held a
All three read the letter from Hopfenspecial place in his heart, Hopfengardner
gardner detailing how the buttons accomwore his birthday blazer with pride.
panied him for four decades.
In 1994, Hopfengardner retired as as“Getting those buttons emphasized
sociate dean in the School of Education
the community and family that UD inafter working at the University for nearly
stills in us. It is a continuation of not only
20 years. He and the blazer with the but-

U

my UD family but now my actual family,”
Kara Ruffolo said, adding that the story
behind the buttons makes her even more
honored to have them on her dresser.
“They are very special to me and my cousins, to have a piece of Dayton history.”
But what of the two remaining
buttons?
Tom Ruffolo said he plans on keeping those for himself as a token of Flyer
friendship.
He said, “Jerrold embodies the enduring love and spirit of UD which is
embraced by all — students, faculty and
friends — who have been privileged to
be touched by the UD experience. It is a
genuine feeling that knows no limits and
is handed down, like these buttons, from
one generation to the next.”
And now the four owners of eight UD
buttons will have a story to tell and add to.

Jerrold
embodies the
enduring love
and spirit of UD
which is embraced by
all — students,
faculty and
friends — who
have been
privileged to be
touched by the
UD experience.
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OUR
UD
PRESIDENT’S
COMMENTARY

Return on
investment

D

ICK DAVIS ’72 BEGAN PREACHING THE VALUE OF

real-world experiences for students ages before “experiential learning” became hot. And what a payoff.
Two decades ago, the University launched the Center for Portfolio Management with $1 million for finance students to invest. In 2003, it was renamed the Richard P. and Susan
P. Davis Center for Portfolio Management in recognition of the
couple’s generosity — and their foresight.
Dick and Sue saw the return on investment for students engaged in high-quality, hands-on learning experiences. After all,
what better way to prepare for a job in the investment world
than by managing real money? Research consistently shows
that students learn best by doing — whether it’s working alongside researchers in labs or managing a $35.5 million (as of July
31) slice of the University’s endowment.
Yes, nearly $36 million — and growing. Crazy to let students
invest University resources, you say?
This is a smart investment, a wise decision by our board of
trustees — and a visionary move by Davis, the founder and former president of Nuveen Flagship Financial Inc. who served
as a University trustee for 15 years, chairing the board’s investment committee from 2004-08.
In the Davis Center — a high-tech interactive classroom that
simulates a Wall Street investment firm — 60 students buy, sell
and trade stocks. Using a disciplined approach, they consistently outperform the S&P 500 benchmark and the vast majority of
professional money managers — generating capital gains of $25
million since 2010. When they graduate, these young stock pickers are highly sought after in the world of finance, where they
land jobs with BlackRock, Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan, Morgan
Stanley and many other respected investment firms.
As he and Sue have always said, “It’s about the success of the
students.”
That success has caught the eye of the Dayton Foundation,

Student managers Jon Evers (left) and Jacob Blewitt (right) with Dick and Sue Davis.

which worked with local philanthropists to create an additional
$1.5 million pool of assets for the students to manage, starting
this fall. The investment management fee will be used to support charitable efforts in the community in a partnership that’s
believed to be the first of its kind in the country.
As we celebrate the 20th anniversary of the center in November (see story, Page 12), I’m proud to express the entire University’s gratitude to Dick and Sue for their leadership, constant care
and attention to the student experience, and continued handson involvement in the center that proudly bears their name.
By investing their time, talent and treasure, they have worked
with faculty to create an unparalleled experiential learning experience, a “crown jewel” among UD’s many hands-on learning
programs.
That’s not hyperbole. Flyer Investments Fund is the thirdlargest student-managed investment portfolio in the country
and the largest managed exclusively by undergraduates.
As a mentor to students, Dick sets the bar high, encouraging
them to take calculated risks, learn the value of collaboration
— and grow, mature and develop into young professionals companies are eager to hire. The highly relevant experience these
students gain has translated into Wall Street internships, job offers with strong starting salaries and rapid career development
for the Davis Center’s more than 600 alumni.
Looking back on his days as a student, Dick remembers UD
as a place where “people smile and hold doors open for you.”
“It was — and always is — about the students,” he said.
Today, he and Sue are opening doors to the world of finance
for students. It’s an investment in their future.

ER IC F. SPI NA
President, University of Dayton
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THE BUZZ
President Eric F. Spina

It is great that the
community is on board with
UD’s President Spina and
his ideas for the future of
such a wonderful edifice.

R E JOICE I N R EN E WA L
Very much enjoyed reading from cover to cover the University of Dayton Magazine [Summer
2019]. I was particularly delighted to read the
feature story on the rebirth of Dayton’s Arcade
and the University’s substantial commitment to
its restoration. It brought back fond memories
of my childhood shopping with my grandmother
in the Arcade rotunda. As assistant city manager
and planning director, I was involved with placing it on the National Register of Historic Places
and in its first major restoration. While the move
of retail to suburban malls did not help, another
reason it closed in 1990 was lack of resources to
fully develop the multi-structural complex. Less
than a third of the Arcade complex was ever developed. In the 1990s, Arcade HollyDays was our
attempt to keep the flame alive. I am hopeful that
this time it will be done right and that the Arcade
will become the centerpiece of rebirth of that section of downtown.
The other feature story on Mary Boosalis as
the new chair of the board of trustees was also
very informative of her life and work. I have
known Mary for many years when I worked
for Tom Breitenbach at Miami Valley Hospital.
I know she will be outstanding in her new leadership role for UD. There is one minor correction in
that article. The Genesis Project actually began
in 1997 with community policing and community
engagement efforts. The strategic framework for
the Genesis Project was set at that time in joint
discussions between MVH and UD. In 1998, the

city and CityWide joined the partnership. The
designation “Genesis” was coined in 2000 to give
the effort a more appropriate name.



—Paul R. Woodie ’65
Dayton, Ohio

Great cover photo & feature story! So cool to
watch the transformation of the Dayton Arcade.
And how about the 1st woman chair of the board
of trustees of UD — now that’s some progress to
get excited about!!! @univofdayton @daymag
@DaytonPrezSpina #UDproud



—Tracy Gosson ’88
via Twitter @TracyGosson

This is such a huge win for UD and the City of
Dayton! #dayton #ohio #revitalization Proud to
be a #flyergrad and UD faculty member.



—Jim Crotty ’89
via Twitter @jimcrotty

This is wonderful! This project combines historic preservation with innovation. This benefits
the University, students and the community.

—Zachary Morris ’12


via LinkedIn

I wish to congratulate you on the summer
issue of the University of Dayton Magazine. It is
one of the best I have read. The articles about the
rebirth of the Arcade, Mary Boosalis — UD’s first
female chair of the board of trustees — and the
significance of the black hole were three excellent articles.
—David C. Maxwell ’83
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TH E BUZZ

FA M I L I A R FACE

A NO T H E R A RCA DE

The 1907 photo of the boys attending St.
Mary’s Institute may show my father, Robert
E. O’Connell. There is something familiar
about the young man with the bow tie. He
was on the basketball team known as the
Cadets and who won the Bomberger Park
Junior League in 1909-10.
Do continue the Time Lapse; nice to
review the past.
—Carol O’Connell ’57


Miamisburg, Ohio

Editor’s note: Carol, you’ll notice we’ve
changed much in this issue of the magazine,
but Time Lapse remains timeless. Thanks
for reading.

OU R A RCA DE M EMOR I E S

SUBMIT YOUR
LETTERS:

By mail:
University of Dayton Magazine
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469-1303
Via email:
magazine-letters@udayton.edu
Tweet to: @daymag
Please include your city and state.
Indicate whether you wish your
email address printed. Letters
should not exceed 300 words.
University of Dayton Magazine
may edit for clarity and brevity.
Letters printed are representative
and not all received are printed.
Opinions expressed are those
of the letter writers and not
necessarily of this publication
nor the University of Dayton.

As a 91-year-old graduate of UD, Class of ’49,
the story of the Arcade brought back many great
memories: as a child, shopping there with my
mother and having lunch at Culp’s lunch counter, and later in my teen years, getting delicious
carry-outs from Nolls Deli. I could go on and on.
It is great that the community is on board
with UD’s President Spina and his ideas for the
future of such a wonderful edifice.
Kudos to Mary McCarty for her special interest story about the Arcade. 
—Lee Miller ’49


Bellbrook, Ohio

During my freshman year, I lived in the former Gibbons Hotel, which was less than a block
away. The Arcade was still open at that time, and
I would often go there just for its classic market
design. It was a great place for people watching. You would see young and old going from
place to place. Saturdays were best because you
would often see an Amish family who had come
to town in a horse-drawn surrey.
I would love a chance to see it again returned
to something like its original splendor.



—C. E. Glomski ’63
Gove Village, Illinois

All the while I was going to UD (1960-64), I
worked in the Arcade. I worked for a retail poultry company called Tasty Bird Farms. My daily
routine was to attend classes at UD, then go to
the Arcade to work at Tasty Bird, then go home
to eat and study. The Arcade was “falling apart”
when I worked there in the ’60s. In spite of that
it was an active, busy hub for shoppers. I am
thrilled to read about the renovation efforts that
are going to happen. Good luck to all involved.

—Stephen Stiglicz ’64
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Atlanta, Georgia

This [Summer 2019] issue of UD Magazine
has an article of the downtown Arcade. What
about UD’s own “infamous” arcade which housed
Brother Paul’s Cafeteria, joining Chaminade
Hall’s dining room to St. Mary’s? In 1953, I made
$0.35 an hour working Brother Paul’s soda fountain before being hired at $2+ an hour by professor Cy Peckham for UD’s emerging Research
Institute in the Chaminade Hall basement.

—Charles Grennan ’57


Orange, California

ST RONG ST ORY
Regarding “Lifting to New Heights” 6/4/19:
UD obviously graduates some strong, fierce,
independent women! Great article.

—Kristina DuBois


posted to the UD Magazine blog

GL ORY I N T H E H E AV ENS
Sadly an opportunity lost — with a subtitle
of “The Significance of the Black Hole,” how
could a proclaimed Marianist university
article not include a contribution from one of
your Christian education initiatives? [“Unveiled
Darkness,” Summer 2019] If nothing else, the
revelation and imagery of black holes is one
more proclamation of the glory of God. Great
magazine, but ...
—Richard Laubach ’86


Charlotte, North Carolina

TA K E A SE AT
Comments on
“Empty Seats” [UD
Magazine blog, 5/17/19]
posted to Instagram:
@jmhile: So excited

that my twin daughters will fill those
seats in August,
following in my footsteps! #proUD
@mandiijayy: Literally
just busted into tears
@abbygeisz: Pretty sure the third photo was

taken in my seat in religion

@abhyuth_ak: Can’t wait to become a member

of Dayton family. ♥ Just 3 months to go. ♥

@melanie_duffy: This is the saddest post I’ve

ever seen.

Photograph (bottom right) by NATALIE SCHULTE ’20

FLIGHT DECK
Q&A P. 11 // FLYER TIME P. 15 // VIEW FINDER P. 17 // WHERE ARE YOU READING? P. 19 // EYE P. 20 // SPORTS P. 25

ROESCH
REFRESHED
The first floor of the
renovated Roesch
Library opened in time
for the library’s first-year
orientation, dubbed
Roeschella. Students are
sure to enjoy the new
quiet and collaborative
spaces, as well as print and
digital collections, which
cater to the study styles
of today’s students.
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NEWS ITEM 2

FLIGHT
DECK
NEWSWORTHY

Strong
momentum

GIVING BACK

$5M for student
research, scholarships

B

ILL KLESSE, THE OLDEST OF EIGHT

children, showed up on campus in 1964
with enough money in his pockets to cover his UD tuition, then $21 a credit hour.
But in his senior year, savings from his high
school paper route and grocery store job had run
out, so he turned to his girlfriend, Margie Smith,
for a loan.
She also knew what it was like to scrape by.
Her father had died after her freshman year.
Brother John Lucier, S.M. ’37, got her a campus job
to cover expenses.
“I worked any hours I could after classes in
a research lab,” said Margie, who would later
work in a lab for Calgon. “It really helped me get
through.”
Remembering that financial struggle, as well
as the science-based education that helped both of
them succeed, the couple has pledged $5 million to
UD. The Margie and Bill Klesse Scholars Program
will provide scholarships for students in need,
and Margie and Bill Klesse Undergraduate Summer Research Fellowships will fund experiential,
hands-on learning. Both programs give prefer10
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ence to students majoring in chemistry and chemical engineering, the degrees received by Margie
and Bill, respectively, in 1968.
“The sciences are really the future,” Bill said.
“The breakthroughs that have happened in our
lifetime are unbelievable, and we’re trying to give
young people the opportunity to explore.”
UD has remained close to their hearts, despite
the years and distance. The second to last time
they were both on campus was 1969, as they drove
through from Cleveland — car packed with their
belongings — on their way to Bill’s new position in
Dumas, Texas. In 2014, he retired from that same
company, Valero Energy Corp., as its CEO and
chair of the board.
Forty-seven years later, they made their most
recent trek back for the dedication of the Margie
and Bill Klesse Soccer Complex. That gift also
hearkens back to their time as students, when
Margie was a Flyerette and Bill was co-captain of
the soccer team and a four-year starter.
Bill, who joins UD’s board of trustees this year,
said their gifts serve a clarion purpose: “We believe in a Marianist education.”

The University has closed the
books on another successful fiscal year of fundraising in which
alumni, students, employees
and friends gave $45.5 million
to support UD’s mission, its aspirational vision and its students.
Compared to the previous 10-year average of about
$29.8 million in gifts annually,
the 2018-19 fiscal year topped
$40 million for the third straight
year, demonstrating increased
momentum of support for the
University’s top priorities and
highest needs.
“With the number of new
donors and new gifts, of all
sizes, not just this year but in
the past three years, these
results are a strong affirmation
for the University and all those
associated with it,” said
President Eric F. Spina. “Our
donors are saying they believe
in the University of Dayton, in
its students and in its future.”
Jen Howe, vice president
for advancement, said the
University’s priorities for growing the endowment to provide
more scholarship support and
increasing assistance for handson learning and faculty and
academic innovation continue
to resonate.
Fundraising efforts for 201920 are off to a good start, with a
$6 million gift from a couple who
wishes to remain anonymous.
The bulk of the gift — $5 million
— will go toward student access
and affordability, hands-on
learning and supporting
faculty and staff innovation, and
$1 million will go to athletics.

Photograph by BRIANA SNYDER ’09

5 QUESTIONS WITH

Jillian Mitchell ’20
& Alaina Saliba ’20
Music performance majors Mitchell (left) and Saliba, both sopranos, have been
roommates all four years at UD. In April during the Stander Symposium they teamed
up to present “Telling Women’s Stories: A Lecture Recital.” Their program incorporated two things they interact with daily: music and what it means to be women. Their
vehicles were songs sung by women characters in American musicals.

1

Why did you choose musical theater
rather than opera or film or pop or
rock? Mitchell: When I was growing up,
women in musical theater made me eager to
form strong female friendships, like Elphaba
and Glinda [in Wicked]. These women are not
only our role models but examples that imperfection is OK and, honestly, kind of awesome
as long as you are your true, authentic self and
strive for personal greatness.

2

Camelot’s “Simple Joys of Maidenhood” seems a bit old-fashioned.
Why choose it? Saliba: It’s an “I wish”
song — the song in a musical that gives insights
to a character’s aspirations. While not feminist
on the surface, this song has roots in Guenevere’s desire for freedom, choice and agency.
Guenevere wants love (as well as knights dying
for her) but she also wants a say in her own fate.

3

“Not for the Life of Me” from
Thoroughly Modern Millie is set
several centuries later. What’s your
particular attraction to it? Mitchell: Millie
sings this piece at the beginning of the musical.
She has done her research and packed her
bags and is ready to take New York City by
storm. Millie is a personal favorite of mine. As
a younger girl, I would climb to the rooftops of
old buildings in my town and sit there for hours
talking about my dreams and everything I
would do once I was out of that little old place.

4

Audrey, who sings “Somewhere
That’s Green” in Little Shop of
Horrors, wants to live on a little
street in a little suburb. What’s the attraction to her? Mitchell: I will admit I used to see
Audrey as quite the opposite of a strong female
character. But taking a closer look, I found a
kind of fierce strength, the courage to leave an
abusive relationship and marry a kind man. Her
truth may be a fantasy of a tract home, frozen
dinners and plastic on the furniture — but for
the first time, it is her attainable truth.

5

All the students at your lecture/
recital sang the chorus of Wicked’s
“What Is This Feeling?” along with
you. Why is the song so special? Saliba: The
show has one of the greatest portrayals of
female friendships in the Broadway world. Two
unlikely friends, the most popular girl at Dear
Old Shiz and an absolute outcast with an odd
skin color, grow close against all odds. While
they talk about their absolute loathing for one
another, by the end of the show they would do
anything for each other. Elphaba and Glinda
show that friendship transcends differences,
skin colors and societal perceptions.
—THOMAS M. COLUMBUS
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FLIGHT
DECK

A

DAVIS CENTER FOR PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

20 YEARS OF SUCCESS,
ONE STOCK AT A TIME
T 3 A.M., MOST OF CAMPUS IS IN BED FOR THE

night. But the lights are on in the Davis Center for
Portfolio Management. Since 1999, the center has
provided access to young investors eager to learn
and grow the University’s portfolio, no matter the hour.
“You can come in here at 3 a.m., and 10 people are in here,”
Matt Urbik said. Last spring, the senior manager of the Flyer
Investments Fund sat at the center’s conference table just before his May 2019 graduation, reflecting on the center’s success
on the eve of its 20th anniversary. The illuminated stock ticker
shone over the heads of students at computer stations connected
to industry technology by Bloomberg, FactSet and Morningstar.
“This isn’t for credit. This isn’t for a salary. It’s because people
are genuinely passionate about learning and contributing to the
Davis Center,” Urbik said.
Twenty years ago, the University invested in experiential, investment education by handing student portfolio managers its
first million dollars. They earned the confidence of the board of
trustees, which increased its cash infusion to $11 million by 2010.
“With assets today of approximately $35 million, the student
managers have generated capital gains of approximately $24 million,” said Davis Center Director Daniel Kapusta. “It is the fourth
largest student-managed fund in the country and the largest of
any undergraduate program because of the diligence of student
managers like Matt Urbik and alumni 600 strong.”
Students are responsible for all the research, buying and selling of stocks. They follow the same guidelines and restrictions as
UD’s other professional money managers, including avoiding investments not aligned with Marianist values.
When they graduate, these students are highly sought after by
employers, a testament to their education and the mentoring of
alumni like Richard Davis ’72, who with his wife, Susan, endowed
the center. Said former fund senior manager Patti Wachtmen
’07, a consulting manager at Analysis Prime, “As a new graduate,
you immediately set yourself apart from other new grads by your
professionalism.”
The center will celebrate its anniversary Nov. 2 with reunion
events, investment panels featuring alumni and a keynote address at 5 p.m. by Steve Eisman, Wall Street analyst.
And in this 20th anniversary year, students have added
another honor to their résumé — securing its first outside client,
The Dayton Foundation, and managing $1.5 million designated
by its donors. Senior Jake Blewitt, current senior manager of the
Flyer Investments Fund team, called it a humbling opportunity
that will deepen the students’ connection to the Dayton community and its commitment to philanthropy.
12
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Flyer Investments Fund
A snapshot of 20 years of growth
$40M

$35M

$30M

$25M

AUM*

ANNIVERSARY

$20M

$15M

University
allocation
to the Flyer
Investments
Fund:

Allocation:
Allocation:

$1M

$1M

$1M

$10M

$5M

$3.4M
$1M

$1M

$1M

$1M

1999

2000

2001

2002

Center
for Portfolio
Management
opens; students
manage Flyer
Investments
Fund

Center hosts
the first Redefining
Investment Strategy
Education Forum,
which brings together international
student leaders in
investing for the
next 13 years

$1.7M

2003

2004

Center
renamed the
Davis Center for
Portfolio Management thanks
to a $1 million
endowment
from Richard
and Susan Davis

Where Davis Center alumni are making their mark:
BlackRock
Citi
C
 leveland
Research
FactSet

 oldman
G
Sachs
J.P. Morgan
Morgan
Stanley

My objective is to be No. 1 ... to be
the premier student-run portfolio of
all colleges in the United States.

PIMCO
R
 obert W.
Baird & Co.
William Blair
and many more

— RICHARD DAVIS ’72, MENTOR AND DONOR

Fund performance demonstrates
students are prepared well beyond
that of their future peers.


—JOHN MITTELSTAEDT, DEAN,
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

$32.6M

$29.1M
Allocation:

$1M
Allocation:

$2M
Allocation:
Allocation:

$1M

$24.4M

Allocation:

$2M

Allocation:

$1M

$22M

$21.8M

2015

2016

$18.9M

$1M

$14.9M

$15.9M

$12.5M
$11.3M
$8.7M
$6.3M

$8.2M

$6.8M

$3.7M

2005

2006

2007

UD rated
11th largest
student
investment
fund in U.S.

2008

2009

2010

2011

20 Davis
Center students
visit with Warren
Buffet in Omaha

2012

2013

UD becomes
a university
affiliate of the
CFA Institute

2014

2017

UD rated
fourth largest
student
investment
fund in U.S.

2018

2019

Davis Center
secures its first
outside client,
The Dayton
Foundation

*AUM is assets under management, or the market value of the portfolio, as of March 31 of that year.
Data for 1999-2006 estimated, prior to audits by BNY Mellon.
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HOLY MARY

At the foot
of the cross

B

ETRAYED BY JUDAS AND DESERTED BY PETER AND

by almost all the rest of his disciples, Jesus died.
Two people who stood with him were his mother,
Mary, and the apostle John. Three in the afternoon, the
time associated with the death of Jesus, is commemorated in the
Three O’Clock Prayer, long a part of Marianist tradition.
Gathered in the presence of Jesus, we ask forgiveness, we offer
gratitude, we seek grace, we glorify God. — T H O M A S M . C O L U M B U S

The Three O’Clock Prayer
Lord Jesus, we gather in spirit at the
foot of the Cross with your Mother
and the disciple whom you loved.
We ask your pardon for our sins,
which are the cause of your death.
We thank you for remembering us in
that hour of salvation and for giving
us Mary as our Mother.

Holy Virgin, take us under your protection and open us to the action of
the Holy Spirit.
Saint John, obtain for us the grace of
taking Mary into our lives as you did,
and of assisting her in her mission.
May the Father and the Son and the
Holy Spirit be glorified in all places
through the Immaculate Virgin
Mary. Amen.
“Three O’Clock Prayer” sculpture by Hamilton Dixon in Nazerth Courtyard

IN THE NEWS

“You’re using
a term you don’t
even know what
it means. ...
Taking these
threats seriously
means defining
the terms.”

“The Nazis
probably never
imagined that their
mass-produced
car would one
day become the
ultimate expression
of creativity and
freedom.”

“Pope Francis is
worried about
things in the
Amazon region
and the global south,
and he wants to
meet the pastoral
needs of the
Church there.”

“I tend to blame
voters more than
the NRA because
people get what
they demand and
the gun lobby in
large part gets as
much power as the
voters give them.”

—ART JIPSON

—JOHN HEITMANN

—BILL PORTIER

—CHRISTOPHER DEVINE

associate professor of sociology,
on naming and defining
extremist threats, on NPR’s
All Things Considered

14

professor emeritus of history,
about how the Volkswagen
Beetle sparked the art car
movement, in The Conversation
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Mary Ann Spearin Chair of
Catholic Theology, on the Church
considering allowing married
priests, on CHML-AM, Ontario

assistant professor of political
science, on the role of the
NRA in American politics,
in News Corp Australia

Photograph by BRIANA SNYDER ’09

FLYER TIME

6:30 a.m.
RecPlex
Housemates are
rarely awake. The sun
is just coming up,
painting the sky. And
the lifeguards of
RecPlex are on duty.
Sophomore Ethan
Reigelsperger has his
cup of coffee sitting next
to his iPad, tuned to his
favorite iHeartRadio
station, The Vinyl Experience. “Nice music,
Ethan,” one swimmer
says as he slips into the
water. Sound echoes
off high glass walls
— music, soft conversation, the splash of
swimmers going back
and forth. “Sometimes,
you just don’t notice the
sound anymore,” said
sophomore Elizabeth
House. Two Marianist brothers shake the
lifeguards’ hands and
thank the students for
watching over them.
“Early morning is just
as busy as any other
shift,” House said, “just
a little nicer.”

Photograph by AARON M. CONWAY
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Blooming
laboratory

MILESTONE

Research hits new record

T

HE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON PUT AN

exclamation point on its fifth-straight year
of double-digit research growth with a record $166 million in sponsored research
performed in fiscal year 2019. This is a nearly 11%
increase over last year’s record of $149.8 million.
John Leland, vice president for research, said
research efforts underway at the UD Research
Institute contributed most significantly to the
growth. New awards in fiscal year 2019 that also
helped the University eclipse its previous annual
benchmark, as well as hit the $2.5 billion milestone
in cumulative sponsored research, include Air
Force contracts in hypersonics, advanced power
technologies for aircraft, structures technologies
for aerospace systems, and engineering systems for
landing gear.
“The University is heavily investing in new areas of faculty research and continually developing
ways to foster interdisciplinary, collaborative research projects between its academic departments
and its Research Institute,” Leland said. “While the
vast majority of research projects at universities

take place on a lab bench, researchers at UDRI are
increasingly working on solving problems and moving technology into application or testing new and
existing technologies and demonstrating them in
the field.”
Perhaps one of the most visible UD research
projects isn’t in the field, but rather a parking lot.
UDRI took possession of a decommissioned C-130
from Eglin Air Force Base to work with the Air Force
Life Cycle Management Center to demonstrate and
test a number of technologies designed to lower the
cost of sustaining the Air Force’s C-130 fleet.
“I can look outside my window at a C-130 Hercules in our parking lot,” Leland said. “That’s pretty
cool. For UDRI to have an aircraft on hand, where
researchers can test and demonstrate technology
solutions in a real environment, shows its progress
in this area as an organization.”
UD performs more sponsored materials research and development than any other college or
university in the country, according to the most
recent data available from the National Science
Foundation.

FACULTY REMEMBERED

Glenn Walters ’87

Media executive-in-residence, retired
7-11-2019

“I remember Glenn as a welcoming,
friendly man who loved his students and loved
UD. Although working for his alma mater was
a ‘job,’ he always told me it was his idea of a fun
thing to do in retirement.” —Joseph Valenzano III,

chair, Department of Communication
16
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Sylvester “Pete” Eveslage
Professor emeritus, chemistry
7-6-2019

“I was fortunate to have Dr.
Eveslage as my professor for freshman chemistry
in the fall term of 1972-73 in the giant lecture hall
W218 in Wollheben Hall. He was a true gentleman in every way and always friendly. May he
rest in peace.” —Jack Adair ’76

In less than two years, the
University of Dayton has transformed the front lawn of Daniel J.
Curran Place into a living laboratory dedicated to sustainability.
The solar array, installed in
2018, now has a blooming pollinator prairie under panels that
track the sun. Hanley Sustainability Institute student leader
Elise Erhart, who graduated
in May with an environmental
biology major, said the 81 species
planted on 6 acres serve several
purposes.
“The prairie plants have
incredibly deep roots. … it makes
for adsorption of water,” Erhart
said. “It keeps the ground cool.
The solar panels run more efficiently with the cooler ground
beneath them.”
Another reason is restoration
of prairie habitat. “It’s already
brought in tons of pollinators, and
we’re very happy about that,”
she said.
And then there’s experiential
learning: students have planted
and tended the flowers; art
and design students created
signage for the site; and a
course developed and installed
a wireless sensor network to
measure temperatures and soil
moisture levels.
Said Steve Kendig, the
University’s executive director
of energy utilization and environmental sustainability, “The
front of Curran Place was chosen
to provide a visual statement
to the University’s commitment
to reduce its carbon footprint
and show the community, faculty,
staff and students that the
University is working to reduce its
CO2 emissions.” — M A R K G O K A V I

Photographs above (left) by TSGT MICHAEL MASON / DVIDS; (right) by JUSTINE LIPTAK ’20

LOVE TRIANGLES
V IE W F IN D E R
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CLASS OF 2023

Record
student body
Years of record classes
and new programs make for
the largest student body ever.

T

HE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON WEL-

comed in August a record number
of total students — undergraduate, graduate, law and doctoral
— eclipsing the previous high of 11,300 set
last fall.
More than 2,050 first-year students, one
of the largest and most academically gifted
incoming classes in University history,
moved onto campus Aug. 23. They come
from 41 states and 38 countries. Sixteen percent of students are from underrepresented
domestic racial and ethnic populations.
The first-year class also set a record for
incoming students who are eligible for the
federal Pell Grant, a financial aid award for
undergraduates who demonstrate significant financial need. Eighteen percent of the
Class of 2023 are eligible for the Pell Grant;

a modern era record that is the result of
the University’s focus on improving access
for students of all socio-economic backgrounds.
“We are committed to improving financial access for talented students who might
have thought a University of Dayton degree
was out of reach,” said Jason Reinoehl, vice
president for strategic enrollment management. “In recent years, the University has
championed a transparent tuition model,
created new programs and pathways and
been a leader in the national American
Talent Initiative to expand access to an excellent education for students regardless of
their income level. This work is at the heart
of everything we do as a Catholic, Marianist
university dedicated to advancing the common good.”

Among the Class of 2023 are more than
40 new Flyer Promise Scholars, the third
cohort in a program that removes financial barriers for high-achieving students at
partner high schools.
Also included are the first students in
the new Bachelor of Science in Nursing
program, a partnership with Sinclair Community College (see Page 36) and a growing
number of international students due in
part to the growth of UDayton Global, UD’s
international partnership with Shorelight
Education.
Enrollment growth is also due to new
graduate offerings this academic year, including nine new graduate programs created in the last five years, as well as new
online delivery for the law, MBA and educational leadership degrees. — M E A G A N P A N T

CONVOCATION

Good fishing

18

“BE SMARTER THAN A DEAD

fish,” advised professor Roger
Crum in his address to more
than 2,050 first-year students
at convocation Aug. 20 in RecPlex. He stood at the podium
dressed in velvet academic
robes and his fishing vest.
Crum equated the smarts
it takes to read a river with the
creative and deductive powers
it takes to explore within and
beyond your major — preferably
art history, said the professor of

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE | Autumn 2019

art history, to scattered pockets of ebullient cheer. (There is
one declared art history major
among the first-year class.)
“If you fish for trout, you
talk with experts at the shop
and learn from anyone else
you find on or near the river,”
the experienced angler said.
“At UD, learn of course from
your professors, but that’s easy.
Harder is finding those whose
classes you’ll never take. Find
them, and then fish beyond

them, too.
“Learn from the Marianists. Learn from those who
clean, and fix, and tend this
place. Learn from those who
work here but who could never
have afforded to be here. Learn
from anyone who does not look,
sound, act, think, dress, ambulate, recreate, meditate, pray
or love like you. Be here now
learning from many and be
everywhere forever learning
from all.”

Photograph (top) by JUSTINE LIPTAK ’20
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WHERE ARE YOU READING
U N IVE RS IT Y O F DAY TO N MAGA Z I N E?

1 Dennis Mihm ’65 and his
wife, Sandy, celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary by
returning to where it all began,
in Holland. After a Rhine River
cruise, they spent extra time
in Amsterdam and Limburg
Province, where they had
married and lived while
Dennis served in the U.S. Army.
2 Sara Harville ’14, Kyle
Harville (not pictured), Drew
Bolubasz ’16 and Danielle
Bolubasz ’16 traveled to
Zion National Park. The
group visited five national
parks in Utah in 10 days.

3 Whatever faraway lands
business takes Joe Maimone ’87
to, he never travels without his
UD Magazine. This photo was
recently taken in Cannes, France,
at the annual MIDEM Music
Conference. Joe is vice president
of sales at Billboard magazine.
4 Sarah Buescher Wuenandt
’17 passed through Munich,
Germany, on her way to
Raubling, Germany, during a
business trip for Cargill Inc.
She took UD Magazine with
her as she visited New Town
Hall in the heart of Munich’s
Marienplatz square.

5 Matt Petrick ’95 and Annie
Breitenstein Petrick ’95
celebrated their 20th wedding
anniversary with a family trip
to the U.S. Virgin Islands
with their son Noah (center),
daughter Ruthie (left) and son
Simon (second from right). Matt
writes, “We are happy to
announce that Simon is a
freshman at UD this fall. Cheers
to the Class of 2023. Go Flyers!”
6 Kathleen Henderson ’86
visited Punta Cana, Mexico,
while celebrating a classmate’s
60th birthday. She writes, “It was
hard to give up all of the beauty

of the island to simply read —
but I tried.”

Fregelette and Patty Bornhorst
Meinking to join the road trip.

7 Some of the women from
104 Woodland Ave., Class of
1984, gathered in Cleveland for
a girls’ weekend to tour the
house of the holiday movie
classic, A Christmas Story.
Jean Forti ’84 writes, “I’ve
always wanted to see where
little Ralphie was repeatedly
reminded, ‘You’ll shoot your
eye out, kid’ if Santa brings
him a Red Rider BB gun.” Jean
called on former housemates
Kitty McGlone Brown, Julie
Ebner Forsthoefel, Julie Forti

8 Rhonda Barner ’76 writes,
“I read my UD Magazine
when my husband and I
traveled in Scotland with the
Ohio Master Travelers. Our
hosts, the Blackwatch Masonic
Team and their wives, were
fabulous tour guides as we got
to see the beautiful countryside
during our two-week visit.”

Where are you reading
University of Dayton Magazine?
Send us your photo to
magazine@udayton.edu.
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Open
your eyes
Fake news skews reality.

What do we do about it?

20
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W

ITH A SIMPLE CLICK OF A BUTTON, INFORMATION CAN BE SHARED

globally with millions. But, what happens when information becomes misinformation? What happens when fake information masquerades online,
in social media, in purported news outlets and begins to blur the lines of
what is fact and truth versus opinion or lie? According to a recent Pew Research poll,
50% of respondents said that the spreading of “fake news” makes them more worried
than terrorism, racism, violent crime, illegal immigration and sexism. And they believe
the problem will worsen. When this information is then posted online, a consumer may
not be aware that reality has been altered and now takes this misinformation as truth.
Responsibility for a remedy lies both with the sender and receiver. We ask faculty to explore fake news through an academic lens. — G I T A B A L A K R I S H N A N

Dan Birdsong

Lecturer, political science
The first thing we need to do is define fake
news. First, there is misinformation. This is
wrong or misleading information that is published, but it was a mistake. Next, you have
disinformation, which is deliberately misleading information. Fake news is disinformation disguised as coming from a news source.
But this isn’t a new problem. Misinformation is as old as journalism. The fear is misinformation or disinformation is going to deceive me into believing things that aren’t true.
How do we go about distinguishing fact
from fiction? There is some technology out
there that can help. But, the most important
thing is you must look at the source. A true
journalist has little interest in doing fake
news. Most journalists adhere to principles of
journalism, and they want to keep their jobs.
But there are political actors out there
where this may not be the case. For example,
politicians and special interest groups have
competing agendas. And now what I’m seeing is a new trend. In the past, there was an
interest in limiting access to information to
the public. Now, it has turned toward oversaturating people with information so much
so that it’s overwhelming.
I think the takeaway for everyone is you
have to go to verifiable journalistic sources.
You have to do the extra work and ask yourself, “Who is this person giving me this information? Do they have motives or agendas?” If
so, I should be aware of that as I am getting the
information. Then I can make my own conclusion about the quality or intentions of the information I’m consuming.

Glenna Jennings

educate the public further about the multiple
ways in which photographs can lie. For those
who have been paying attention, the rise in amateur applications of “deepfake” technology
that uses artificial intelligence to create realistic scenes is no surprise, but it certainly does
represent a threat. As an artist, I see the endless creative
applications for the technology. As an educator and
a citizen, I see further need
to continue this conversation around authenticity and
complicate the definitions we
have for appropriation.
In general, today’s art students gain both the skill of
recognizing retouched photographs and the ability to apply
ethical practices to their work.
However, in both public and
professional realms, examining the document itself is only
the beginning. The technologies have changed, but the
reasons images are manipulated remain largely the same
when it comes to politics — gaining advantage
and ensuring favorable posterity among those
political aims. We now need to train ourselves
and our students to go even further beyond
the images — to become investigative journalists of sorts, since we can’t expect sources to
reveal their own biases. This, of course, is beyond what we as artists are trained to do, and
it has put some strain on my own time and energy. However, artists have long been exposed
to critical theory and have used it to expose
and challenge systems of oppression and injustice. While the pace may have become a bit
more exhausting, we are continuing this work.

We now
need to train
ourselves
and our students to go
even further
beyond the
images.

Associate professor, art and design
While what we could term “fake photographs” have existed since the not-so-distant
inception of the medium in the mid-19th century, retouched and inauthentic documents
became more prevalent with the growth of
mass media. The purposes and uses of doctored photographs became increasingly tied
to those in power — politically, economically
or culturally. Examples run the gamut from
leaders being removed from political photographs to the pyramids being inched closer
together to accommodate a National Geographic cover.
With Photoshop came further opportunities to mold reality, but this tool also began to

the quotes and who is saying it. Does the person have an agenda? If so, you must keep that
in mind. Second, check the URL and make
sure the website is reputable. Three, look at
the “About” page on the website. That will give
you an idea of who the creator is and what the
goal of the site is. Four, especially for photos, do a Google
image search. That will give
you an idea if an image has
been edited in Photoshop,
cropped or altered in any way.
More importantly, the rise
of social media has spurred
much of what is going on. I believe the big-tech companies
absolutely have a responsibility to monitor what is being
put out there. Laws have not
kept up with technology. Daniel Patrick Moynihan once
said, you are entitled to your
own opinion but you are not
entitled to your own facts. And
people need to know the difference. When the media, and
news sources, are competing
to be first, I believe there is something lost in
that rush. As a consumer, we need to be diligent and work a little bit harder when receiving information.

Chad Painter

Assistant professor, communication
When it comes to the idea of fake news, I
don’t think we are doomed by any means. We
just have to be more vigilant about how we
consume the information we are receiving.
So what is the role of the consumer? I
think we really must slow down and not take
everything we see at face value. If something
seems fishy, it probably is. We must read past
the headline.
When I teach my communication classes I
tell my students, verify and look at where the
information is coming from. Always look at

Jesseca Ynez Simmons

Assistant professor, communication
There is always something just out of frame.
Even an unaltered photo or video can depict a
fiction depending on how the person taking it
sets it up and displays it. John Grierson was
the first person to use the term “documentary” in 1926. He described documentaries as
“the creative treatment of actuality.” Sometimes I think people conflate “documentary”
with the “news” and expect documentaries to
be more “objective.”
Many documentary filmmakers acknowledge that there is no such thing as objectivity. Wherever you choose to put the
camera is fraught with choices relating to
perspective, privilege and power dynamics.
For me, it’s just an acknowledgement that I
am making this film, versus someone else who
would have made it very differently. Two filmmakers with the same story, facts and characters would make two very different films.
The question I’d ask: Is one of them more or
less true?
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PICTURE THIS

M

WATERS RUN DEEP
ORE THAN 2 BILLION PEOPLE GLOBALLY DEPEND

on groundwater for drinking and agriculture — among
them, the residents of Dayton, who live over an acclaimed source of water, the Great Miami Buried Valley Aquifer. What will happen to our primary water resource given
climate change? Two University faculty decided to find out.
Assistant professor Zelalem Bedaso, geochemist, and professor
Shuang-Ye Wu, chair of the Department of Geology, collected rainwater in plastic containers atop Fitz Hall for a year and tracked isotopes
found in the rain and groundwater to determine seasonal ground-

water recharge. They published their findings in a recent issue of
Hydrological Sciences Journal.
With a predicted global decline in groundwater resources,
Bedaso was happy to report that our aquifer should remain healthy —
and even recharge at an increased rate, which he called “an extreme
blessing.”
Their research goes beyond easing our fears and toward addressing future questions for our region. Said Bedaso, “Understanding our
water resource is important for the local economy, decision making
and public policy.”

Climate models predict precipitation
to increase in cool seasons and
decrease in warm seasons through
the end of the century.

Groundwater
recharge is
influenced by
runoff, evaporation
and absorption
by plants.

Overall groundwater recharge is
expected to increase
in climate change
scenarios: 3.2% in
median scenarios,
and 8.8% in high
scenarios.

Water infiltrates
the surface and
is stored in sand
and gravel layers
deposited by
glaciers, and
in carbonate
bedrock layers.

The researchers
found 76% of groundwater recharge
happens in the cool
season, thanks to
snow melt and less
intense rain storms.

Shallow sand and
gravel aquifers along
major streams and
rivers can produce
2,000 gallons of
water per minute.

Sand and gravel

Clay-rich till

The Great Miami Buried Valley Aquifer is fed
by waters draining from 15 Ohio counties encompassing 5,371 square miles. It is the principle
water source for 2.3 million people. It is the
most productive groundwater resource in Ohio.

Silurian carbonate
bedrock

Ordovician shale

In another study,
Wu found that climate
change increases
heavy precipitation.
If winter precipitation
includes less snow or
heavier rains, it could
alter the researchers' groundwater
recharge predictions.

The study was funded by the University of
Dayton Hanley Sustainability Institute. It included
research assistance from Amber Johnson ’18,
a chemistry and geology graduate, and Colin
McTighe ’18, a geology graduate.

SOURCES “Assessing Groundwater Sustainability Under Changing Climate Using Isotopic Tracers and Climate Modeling, Southwest Ohio, USA,” Hydrological Sciences Journal May 2019;
“Groundwater Level Trends in the Great Miami River Watershed,” Miami County Conservancy District Report No. 2017-11.
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MAINSTREAM

What you said
Sierra Mercedes
@howimetsierra

Roesch Library
@roeschlibrary

Roesch is looking fresh!

Youssef
@farhat_youssef

Great vibes
@Downtown
Dayton!
Way to represent
@univofdayton
& @UDaytonpol!!!
#BiketoWorkDay
#BTWD2019
@MetroParksTweet

BCHSCollegeCounselor
@BCHSCollege

Good reminder from @univofdayton

What do I do now?

Karen Spina
@UDaytonKJSpina

Our UD catering team is amazing! They
prepped and boxed 600+ meals yesterday,
1000+ lunches today and planning on more
for tomorrow and Saturday. We delivered to
the Trotwood neighborhood hit hard by the
tornado to much thanks and appreciation.
catering & all volunteers!

Meghan Holtz
@meghanholtz

Danielle Villhard

Ryan W.
McEwan, PhD.

@daniellevillhard

@mcewanlab

The @univofdayton
solar prairie is
spectacular right
now. @ud_hsi
Bobby
Srivastava
@BSrivastava

Italy, you never fail to amaze me. Thank you
for the memories.
•
Chaminade Scholars Pilgrimage 2019

I am a FLYER like my family before me. Proud
to be a 3rd generation Flyer. This weekend
was a crazy whirlwind of driving across Ohio
(twice) and graduating but I wouldn't change it
for anything. Shoutout to @kholtz1248 for also
graduating this weekend. We wouldn't be twins
if we didn't do everything at the same time.
#classof2019 #daytonflyers #foreveraflyer

Baby Flyer.
@univofdayton
@DaytonMBB
@DaytonFlyers
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CONNECTIONS

GOOD QUESTION
Self-symposium
cards help guide
conversations in the
tradition of ancient
Greek dialogues.

Cards focus on
six topics — history,
music, philosophy,
literature, Dayton and
Ohio — and ask questions
to encourage thought
and dialogue.

“The goal for Warped
Wing is to see if we
could create another
layer of interaction with
our clientele. The more
we get them engaging
with us, the more fun
they’re having, the
more likely they are
to come back.”
—JOHN HAGGERTY,

head brewmaster,
Warped Wing, Dayton

Other 2019 graduating
cohort Applied Creativity for
Transformation projects:
“The key to
this would be
the enjoyment/
fun aspect and
also encouraging
learning.”
—ROWEN GRAY
’19, English

“At some point during college I realized
that my education was supposed to be for
me. ... I was encouraged to choose and
seek out experiences and coursework that
added to the person I wanted to become.”


R

—RILEY HART ’19, philosophy

OWEN GRAY AND RILEY HART ARE SELF-PROCLAIMED

world shakers, thought inspirers and searchers of diverse
experience — and they wanted to bring others on the journey with them.
So the English major and philosophy major teamed up for their
final project in a new certificate program to promote creative collaboration and complex problem solving, called Applied Creativity
for Transformation. After abundant exploration and several pivots,

24
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• Two Sides of the Equation:
Alzheimer’s support kit
• Zines: publications to
empower college students
• Inspired Health:
interactive personal app
• Passion Project: platform
for engineers to connect
on projects

the students connected with local brewery Warped Wing to create
conversation-starting cards with questions and quotations on the
front and back that encourage both initial dialogue and deep thought
among intergenerational groups.
While the two graduated in May, they continued their project
through the summer, deploying the cards at the downtown Dayton
taproom in June. “It’s incredibly rewarding to watch people thumbing through the cards,” Hart said.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

FLIGHT
DECK
SPORTS

Focus factor
“In losing close games,” coach
Shauna Green said, “we learned a
lot last year. This year the players are
motivated, focused, locked in. They
are taking ownership of the team,
holding each other accountable.”
She pointed out that, although
this year’s team is senior heavy, “between injuries and transfers, many
are playing their first year.”
Among the seniors is Jayla
Scaife (pictured) who led the Flyers
last year with 15.7 points per game
and 7.0 rebounds per game.
Since last year’s team struggled
at the end of games and on the road,
Green is having at each workout
a simulated fourth quarter. “And
every Friday,” she said, “for strength
and conditioning we are having a
‘road-game Friday.’ We take a van
someplace — the players ahead of
time don’t know where — to simulate
a road-game environment.”
The year before last, the team —
which was experienced — was 15-1
in the A-10. Green stresses that location should not matter. “The courts
are all the same size,” she said, “the
lines in the same places. We need to
do in games what we do in practice.”
The women’s team, like the
men’s, had all its players on campus
during the second summer session.
Working within NCAA limitations,
as a team they were with coaches
three hours a week, as individuals,
one hour with their position coaches
and four hours working on strength.
Without coaches, they could do
what they wished.
The pre-conference schedule
“will help us in the A-10,” Green said.
At least three teams from last
year’s top 20 are on that schedule. On Nov. 29, the Flyers meet
Gonzaga in Florida. Coming to UD
Arena are perennial powerhouses
South Carolina (Nov. 13) and UConn
(Nov. 26).

MEN’S BASKETBALL

‘You win with veterans’
Men’s basketball team has talent and depth. — T H O M A S

C

OACH ANTHONY GRANT

is well aware that
Dayton fans are excited about this coming
season. “We do have a good returning nucleus and good ‘new’
players who are familiar with
each other and the system,” he
said as UD’s second summer session (attended by all players on
the team) was drawing
to a close.
Although the only
player new to the University this year is freshman forward Moulaye
Sissoko, new to the
Dayton line-up will be
four transfer students
who sat out last season:
redshirt junior guards
Rodney Chatman and
Ibi Watson; redshirt
junior forward Jordy
Tshimanga; and redshirt sophomore forward Chase Johnson.
Not quite new is redshirt

SPORTS SHORTS

Football
update

Photographs by ERIK SCHELKUN/ELSESTAR IMAGES

M. COLUMBUS

junior guard Jhery Matos who
was injured early last season.
The returning nucleus: forward graduate student Ryan
Mikesell ’19, senior guard Trey
Landers, junior guard Jalen
Crutcher, redshirt sophomore
forward Obi Toppin and sophomore guard Dwayne Cohill.
“I tell the players each year

Electrical engineering major and redshirt
senior tight end
Adam Trautman has
been named to the
STATS Preseason AllAmerica third team.

is unique,” Grant said. Three
players from last year’s team are
gone; many who were here did
not play.
“Truth is,” Grant said, “this
is a different group. Much will
depend on how well they accept
their different roles and how well
they complement each other.”
He recognizes that the team
has talent and depth,
the latter not a strength
in recent years. “Now,”
Senior guard
Trey Landers (left)
he said, “we have to put
& forward Ryan
it together, row in the
Mikesell
same direction and at
the same time. A lot
will be based on how
good they are from the
neck up.”
In addition to talent and depth, the squad
has — both with the
returning players and
the transfers — a lot of
experience, important
because, Grant said,
“You win with veterans.”

And, in it’s-notreally-news, the
preseason vote of Pioneer Football League
coaches has, for the
sixth straight year, the
University of San Diego
the favorite to finish
first and the Flyers to
finish second.

For updates on all
Flyers sports, go to
daytonflyers.com.
And for a look at the
cosmopolitan nature of
the Flyers men’s soccer
team, turn the page.
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MEN’S SOCCER

A global sport

Men’s soccer Flyers bring diversity to Dayton. — T H O M A S

A

M. COLUMBUS

BOUT A QUARTER OF A CENTURY AGO, DENNIS CURRIER TOOK OVER AS

head men’s soccer coach at a small NAIA school. “It was the worst team in the
country when I started,” he said.
Recruiting in the area around the school was difficult because of competition
from successful programs nearby. So he looked for help from afar. “I had played in England,
so I connected with a buddy there and asked him if he knew of anybody there who might
want to play soccer in the United States.”
He knew of one player, and that was the beginning. Within five years Currier’s team
was one of the best in the NAIA.
When Currier became Dayton’s head coach in 2005, most of the team was from Ohio.
Not so now. The current team has players from nine countries beside the United States,
which is represented by nine states. In the last 15 years, players have come to UD from
30 countries.
Here are stories of three of them.

THE PROFESSIONAL

Lalas Abubakar ’16 may not be exaggerating by much when he says he started playing soccer as a baby. In his early years with
the game, he played on dirt fields in Ghana.
Today he plays for Major League Soccer’s
Colorado Rapids, on loan from the Columbus Crew, who drafted him No. 5 in the 2017
MLS SuperDraft.
Coach Currier came to Ghana in
2013, Abubakar said, to watch Amass
26

Amankona ’15, a friend from the same town.
“I was there, too,” Abubakar said. “They
picked Amass.”
The next year, however, Abubakar was
also offered a scholarship. Before making
his decision, he had a shot at a pro tryout in
Europe. He chose UD.
“Amass and a couple other guys picked
me up at the bus station in Dayton. It was a
beautiful campus. I loved it.
“I made a very good decision.”
Once on campus, he had a short time to
adjust to a new system and college academic
life. “The coaches told me,” he said, “it’s not
going to be easy. You have a few weeks to
adjust. We need you. We want you to adjust
quickly.”
He said academics “were a bit of a struggle at first. I did my best. I worked hard.” He
credits many who helped him, particularly
Vera Gomes and Jenifer Gerard in the academic services office of the athletics division.
“I adjusted. I got the grades,” said the
economics major.
“Dayton, I will always call it home. I can
never pay them back.”
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THE PASTOR

Abraham Keller ’14, the son and grandson of pastors, grew up in Switzerland and
went to Scotland on a soccer scholarship.
Then he got offers from schools in the U.S.
and elsewhere.
“I always wanted to go to America,” he
said. “Coach Currier called me the most. I
thought, ‘He’s working the hardest to get
me.’ So I went to UD.”
On his first day in Dayton, he said,
“teammates showed me around campus
and introduced me to their friends.” One
person he met that day was Jeanna Schuster ’14.
Shortly after graduation, Jeanna, a dietetics major, and Abraham, a communication major, married each other.
Also that year, he hired an agent and
prepared for the MLS draft. As he was doing so, he began to think. He thought of being married. He thought of maybe one day
becoming a pastor.
Then, he said, “I realized that God was
calling me to be a pastor now. I felt called to
learn. And Jeanna felt called to go to Switzerland.”
So they moved to Switzerland. He began his pastoral preparation in his parents’
church. And this February, he officially became a pastor. His church, a member of the
International Christian Fellowship, is in
Winterthur, Switzerland.
After a busy five years — filled with
study and the addition of two daughters
and a foster son to the Keller family —
“working as a pastor,” Keller said, “is a
beautiful thing.”

Photographs contributed.

Match!

We asked current men’s soccer players some questions.
See if you can match the players and their answers.

What is your favorite food back home?
1. Sushi and pizza
2. Rock shrimp
3. Pizza
4. Bandeja paisa (rice, bean, fried plantains,
ground beef, avocado, fried pork belly)
5. B itoque (Portuguese dish that mixes meat,
egg, rice, potatoes, salad)

a. Federico Barrios Rubio (Cali, Colombia)
b. Laurel Aug (Hamburg, Germany)
c. Ivan Arnaldo (Asturias, Spain)
d. Daniel Dos Santos (Gland, Switzerland)
e. Jake Degler (Morrisville, North Carolina)

What is your favorite food in Dayton?

THE GAMBLER

At the age of 11 Florian Decamps ’09
was recruited by the Cannes, France, football club’s academy, which has formed players including the French great Zinedine
Zidane. Decamps played seven years there,
then played on a team in the French fifth
division. While he was in college in France,
UD offered him a soccer scholarship.
The fact that there were a number of
other people on UD’s team who were from
outside the U.S., he said, “was good because
there were people in a situation like mine.”
And, he added that they were strongly
supported in their studies. After graduating with a degree in international business,
he traveled to several countries and played
soccer professionally in Iceland.
When asked what business he is now in,
he laughed. “I’m not in business,” he said.
“I play poker.”
He had played cards as a child with his
family. His older brother, a professional
soccer player for more than a decade, eventually started playing poker for fun.
“He said I should try it,” Decamps said.
“One day I won $3,500. I said, ‘I can do
this.’”
So Decamps, himself no longer a professional soccer player, now plays that
game just for fun. His current career is
playing poker.
“It is stressful,” he said, “but it’s more
like a sport than a business.”
He also noted that, as he was being interviewed for UD Magazine, he was on the
French Riviera, between Cannes and Nice,
looking out at the Mediterranean Sea.

a. Trey Marchino (McKinney, Texas)
b. Ivan Arnaldo (Asturias, Spain)
c. Daniel Dos Santos (Gland, Switzerland)
d. Laurel Aug (Hamburg, Germany)
e. Elias Harryson (Stockholm, Sweden)

1. Bibibop Asian Grill
2. Bibibop Asian Grill
3. Bibibop Asian Grill
4. Bibibop Asian Grill
5. Hickory Bar-b-que

What is your favorite professional sports team?
a. Elias Harryson (Stockholm, Sweden)
b. Jonas Fjeldberg (Jessheim, Norway)
c. Laurel Aug (Hamburg, Germany)
d. Federico Barrios Rubio (Cali, Colombia)
e. Cole Watkins (Charlotte, North Carolina)

1. Bayern Munich
2. Liverpool
3. Arsenal
4. Tottenham
5. Green Bay Packers

What is different in Dayton from home?
a. Jake Feiner (Silver Creek, Colorado)
b. Nolan Hutter (Pittsburgh)
c. Jake Lofgren (Muskegon, Michigan)
d. Ivan Arnaldo (Asturias, Spain)
e. Jake Degler (Morrisville, North Carolina)

1. My sleep schedule
2. Tons of Ohio State fans
3. There are no mountains to look at
4. The weather
5. The language

What is the biggest thing to which you had to adapt?
1. The weather and the high level pace we play at
2. Starting over in school/soccer with nobody
I knew from back home
3. I’ve had to adapt to the time-demanding curriculum
of engineering while balancing it with soccer
4. P laying against more athletic players instead of
technical players
5. Learning different languages

a. Trey Marchino (McKinney, Texas)
b. Elias Harryson (Stockholm, Sweden)
c. Jake Lofgren (Muskegon, Michigan)
d. Cole Watkins (Charlotte, North Carolina)
e. Jack Steele (Springboro, Ohio)

What is something you introduced your roommate to?
1. A Cowboy hat
2. Kvikk Lunsj
3. The Premiere League (he’s not on the soccer team)
4. My mom’s baking
5. Swiss chocolate

a. Jonas Fjeldberg (Jessheim, Norway)
b. Trey Marchino (McKinney, Texas)
c. Elias Harryson (Stockholm, Sweden)
d. Jack Steele (Springboro, Ohio)
e. Jake Feiner (Silver Creek, Colorado)

ANSWER KEY What is your favorite food back home? 1-B, 2-E, 3-C, 4-A, 5-D; What is your favorite food in Dayton? 1 through
4 - A, B, C, E / 5-D; What is your favorite professional sports team? 1-C, 2-B, 3-D, 4-A, 5-E; What is different in Dayton from home?
1-B, 2-C, 3-A, 4-E, 5-D; What is the biggest thing to which you had to adapt? 1-A, 2-C, 3-E, 4-B, 5-D; What is something you
introduced your roommate to? 1-B, 2-A, 3-E, 4-D, 5-C
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the
lesson
from

Professor
Meghan
Henning
has found
her niche
studying
stories about
the one
place no
one wants
to go.

HELL
WRITTEN BY

Matthew Dewald
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A

CROSS THE POP CULTURE LANDSCAPE, ETERNAL PERDITION IS HAVING A

moment. Broadway’s Hadestown raked in eight Tony Awards including best
musical, and The Good Place is NBC’s highest-rated comedy series. Meanwhile, over on Netflix, Lucifer is solving crime while running a nightclub
in Los Angeles that looks pretty spectacular, if salacious opulence is your
thing. Hell is hot right now.
Honestly, it has never really cooled off. Satan, hell and the temptations that doom the damned are baked into our collective cultural consciousness through centuries of story, song and image.
Meghan Henning, an assistant professor of religious studies at
the University of Dayton, sometimes asks her students for their versions of what hell might look like in today’s contemporary world.
“One of the students depicted hell as never being able to log off
their phone and always seeing their friends doing things without
them but never being able to message or communicate with
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them,” she said. “I thought it was really
interesting, especially on a campus that
emphasizes community and connection
to one another.”
Henning teaches her students — and us
— that the details of our stories about hell
have changed over the centuries, reflecting evolving anxieties and fears. Our explanations for how a soul gets condemned
to hell are even more important, she said.
Each what-not-to-do catalog is a rhetorical mirror that reflects how we think
about what it means to live a moral life and
how the meaning of morality has changed
through time. Hell, in other words,

teaches us what it means to be good.
We tell and retell stories about hell
and damnation a lot. Take, for example,
how we speak to our desires with stories about the trade in souls. In a wellknown 1936 Stephen Vincent Benét
story, attorney Daniel Webster fights
the devil in a court battle on behalf of
a New Hampshire farmer who sold his
soul in exchange for seven years of good
crop yields. In a Benét-parodying 1993
episode of The Simpsons, Homer sues
to undo a deal in which he swapped his
soul for a doughnut. According to legend, Satan got Robert Johnson’s soul at
a Mississippi crossroads in exchange for
music talent, but the bargaining didn’t
go as well when the devil went down to
Georgia looking for a soul to steal, or so
says the Charlie Daniels Band in its 1979
No. 1 country hit.
Satan’s offers are always alluring. He
cuts a charmingly roguish figure and has
for centuries. Only the best-looking actors play him and his minions. He’s by far
the most interesting figure in John Milton’s epic 17th-century poem Paradise
Lost, giving us delicious lines that read
freshly today, like “Better to reign in Hell
than serve in Heaven.” This is a guy who’s
fun to hang around with.
Milton declares at the outset of Paradise Lost that he is writing about Satan
and hell to “justify the ways of God to
men.” This is the kind of statement of
intent that deeply interests UD’s Henning, who studies what people, particularly early Christians, are trying to accomplish when they talk about hell. She
loves talking about hell. She once told a
podcast host that she could talk about
hell all day.
Henning is the author of a study of
early Christian writings about hell. When
people find out what she does, the first
question they usually ask her is whether
she thinks hell exists.
Catholic theology is clear that it does.
“The teaching of the Church affirms the
existence of hell and its eternity,” reads
the English version of the catechism
available on the Vatican’s website. “Immediately after death, the souls of those
who die in a state of mortal sin descend
into hell, where they suffer the punishments of hell, ‘eternal fire.’ The chief

punishment of hell is eternal separation from God.”
Recently, the Vatican’s communication’s office was forced to respond to comments
attributed to Pope Francis last year by Eugenio Scalfari, the atheist founder of the Italian newspaper la Repubblica. He reported that the Pope told him that those who die in
a state of mortal sin “are not punished. Those who repent obtain God’s forgiveness and
take their place among the ranks of those who contemplate him, but those who do not
repent and cannot be forgiven disappear. A hell doesn’t exist; the disappearance of sinning souls exists.” The Vatican described the quote as an inaccurate transcription of
the Holy Father’s comments, and Vox noted that Scalfari boasts he neither records nor
takes notes during interviews, instead reconstructing conversations from memory,
when it reported on the incident.
Henning, however, is a religious studies professor at a Catholic university rather
than a Catholic theologian. Whether hell exists is not a question that concerns her in
her academic work. To understand the questions she asks about hell, it helps to understand how she got interested in hell in the first place.
Henning grew up as part of what she calls “an active faith community” in Ohio.
When she was in high school, her grandfather developed terminal lung cancer, and her
grandmother did “what all Italian grandmothers would do in this situation, which is
make lots of food and not sleep,” she said.
The not-sleeping caught up with her when she made a 4 a.m. grocery run, nodded
off at the wheel on the way home and ran into a telephone pole. She lost a leg and was
still in a coma when Henning’s grandfather died.
Friends reached out to the family, but even as a teenager, Henning sensed that
words offered to comfort sometimes had the opposite effect.
“People would say to my mom things like, ‘Well, you know, when my mother was
sick and in the hospital, I prayed for her and she got better, so maybe we just need
to pray harder for your mom,’” she said. “These people were trying to help. They
didn’t really think about the fact that they were implying to my family that what was
happening to us was because we were not praying hard enough or we were not faithful enough.”

Meghan Henning

Hell is a rhetorical hammer,
and Henning wants to know
what nail it’s hitting and why.

For Henning, that was the beginning of thinking about how people can read the
same religious texts yet understand radically different things. The hell piece entered
later, in graduate school when her mind wandered in class one day and her eyes fell on
a footnote. It said, in so many words, that parts of the New Testament that dealt with
hell didn’t have much to do with the testament’s overarching theological message of
grace, an interpretation that struck her as a bit too modern.
“So that little daydream that I had in that seminar really got me down the path of
thinking about, ‘OK, well, if I’m thinking about this from an ancient perspective, what
would an ancient reader who hears this text that describes hell imagine?’”
That question led to a dissertation at Emory University that became a book, Educating Early Christians Through the Rhetoric of Hell. As the title implies, her research
doesn’t contemplate hell as a place but as a tool. For her, hell is a rhetorical hammer,
and she wants to know what nail it’s hitting and why. To answer those questions, she
reconstructed how early Christians would have understood their own writings.
To understand hell like an early Christian reader, you have to forget everything you
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know about it as a modern one. There’s
never been a Dante with his nine intricately catalogued circles of hell, never
been a sermon like Jonathan Edward’s
“Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God”
detailing the horrifying anguish that
awaits unconverted souls. In the cultural
landscape occupied by early Christians,
hell is a place more like Bourbon Street
in New Orleans in the dying hours of
Mardi Gras — a menacing yet curiosityarousing place to visit, but not anywhere
you’d want to stay. The people you come
across are worn-out and have nowhere
else to go, and some of them are paying
dearly for their earlier choices. If you
can get away unscathed, you’ll have stories to tell.
Early Christians got this idea from the
culture around them, which was Roman
with a heavy dose of nostalgia for ancient
Greece. Stories about heroes descending
into Hades were as normal as will-theyor-won’t-they plotlines in today’s romantic comedies. The ancient archetype we
know today occurs in Homer’s The Odyssey, the Bronze Age epic that tells the
story of Odysseus’ 10-year struggle to get
home after the Trojan War.
The Hades that Homer describes
would have been more recognizable to
early Christians than many of our modern conceptions of hell. When Odysseus
gets to the land of the dead, he sees all
kinds of people, including many wellknown ones. There’s his mother, Anticleia, and an unburied former crew member named Elpenorn. The blind prophet
Tiresias drops by to give advice. Warriors’ wives and daughters stop to chat, as
do Achilles, Agamemnon and the mother
of Oedipus, Epicaste. Odysseus also spots
Tantalus being tortured by thirst as he
stands in a pool of unreachable water,
Sisyphus heedlessly pushing his rock uphill, and others enduring eternal torment
for various offenses against the gods.
The elements of Homer’s telling — the
descent, the encounters with well-known
characters, the suffering — were familiar
structures for early Christians, according
to Henning.
“The myth of the descent into Hades
was popular and widely referenced,” she
said. “When an ancient person would
hear someone say, ‘You know, I went on

this journey to the underworld,’ or ‘I went on a trip to Hades,’ the idea of such a thing
would be familiar enough that, instead of asking ‘Really? Is that a real place?’ or ‘What
was there?’ the person would ask instead, ‘Well, who did you see?’”
One reason for the saturation of these stories in the culture of antiquity is that they
were widely used to help teach morality. What one saw and who one met in an underworld had “an ethical orientation, aimed at providing instructions for how people
ought to conduct themselves in their mortal lives,” Henning writes in her book.
Afterlife stories about punishment, in particular, were commonly used to teach
students about the rhetorical concept of ekphrasis, or the use of visual imagery conveyed with words to move an audience, so students throughout antiquity were familiar with the form. In Plato’s Republic, the visual descriptions of suffering underscore
the importance of living a life of moderation. Roman satirist Lucian flips social hierarchy in his underworld, with kings and governors “either selling salt fish on account of
their neediness or teaching the alphabet, and getting abused and hit over the head by
all comers,” Henning notes in a footnote.
That highly visual language — “selling salt
fish,” “getting abused and hit over the head”
— creates vivid descriptions with a moral purpose: to warn to the rich and powerful about
how they ought to be living their lives. Plutarch, in another of Henning’s examples, details
the colors of the wounds of those suffering in
the afterlife and attributes them to particular
sins. “Drab brown … comes of meanness and
greed,” for example, “while if spite and envy
are present, they give out this livid green.”
Homer. Plato. Lucian. Plutarch. These storytellers have a sort of “All Along the Watchtower” effect going on. The original version of
the song comes from Bob Dylan, but then Jimi
Hendrix took it and made it his own. Decades
later, U2 gave it a shot on their album Rattle
and Hum, and plenty more have continued
reworking it. Likewise, when the early Christians write about hell, they’re riffing on something already out there, not coming up with
something completely new.
These examples from Homer and the rest
offer a sense of the rhetorical practices in
which early Christians are participating when
they write their gospels, epistles and other
texts. Homer is Dylan, Plato is Hendrix and, as
the New Testament writers dip their reeds in ink, they are U2’s lead singer Bono clearing his throat. They’ve got a structure for how to think about the afterlife and what
awaits the damned. Now’s their turn to rock the hell story in a way that explains how
they believe Jesus has called them to live.
Though Henning offers examples from throughout the New Testament of how they
do this, she devotes an entire chapter of her book to Matthew’s Gospel. It is rife with
imagery of punishments — eternal fire, weeping and gnashing of teeth, outer darkness
and more — that illustrate what awaits those who do not follow the path to righteousness laid out by Jesus.
“In Matthew, the vivid depictions of ‘hell’ functioned in much the same way that it
did for the Greek readers of The Odyssey, as a tool for broad ethical and cultural education,” Henning writes.
On the flip side, the virtues on which Matthew focuses prove to be exceptionally influential on early Christians, particularly his account of Christ’s Sermon on

The real
focus of hell
in the New
Testament
and early
Christian
texts is really
on care for
the other
and love of
the neighbor.
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the Mount, which begins “Blessed are the poor in spirit,” commands love of one’s enemy,
warns against piety and wealth-seeking, and gives us the “Do unto others” golden rule.
As more early Christians wrote new texts, including the epistles of the New Testament
and works such as the Apocalypse of Peter and the Latin Vision of Ezra, they picked up on
and elaborated Matthew’s themes. They used the “tried and true [hell] rhetoric of empire”
to present “their own distinctive values,” Henning writes, often describing “the punishment of those who do not care for ‘the other’” and using new hell stories to “[draw] upon
the Sermon of the Mount as an ethical core that could bring cohesion to early Christian
communities.” This theme emerged at a critical time for early Christians, when they were
still in the early stages of identity formation and deciding which texts and messages would
be their exemplars.
Two thousand or so years later, we’re still talking about hell. But Henning will tell you
we’re creating hell stories not only in different ways today, but for different reasons.
“Unfortunately, what I think has happened is that we’ve picked up on the rhetoric —
which is really kind of a trick from the Greco-Roman world — and we have not brought
with it any of the ethical content,” she said. “The real focus of hell in the New Testament
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and early Christian texts is really on care
for the other and love of the neighbor.
But when we depict hell in modern media, we’ve actually pivoted away from
that and have focused more on the rhetoric itself and the violent imagery.”
This turn away from using hell depictions to focus an audience on virtues is
not just secular. Henning cites the example of so-called “hell houses,” a phenomenon of evangelical Christianity in
America whose purpose is straight out
of Jonathan Edward’s 1741 sermon to
encourage religious conversion. These
houses feature depictions of gruesome
punishments linked to sins that “usu-

ally include abortion, homosexuality,
consumption of alcohol and recreational
drugs, suicide, pre-marital sex, and other sins that are of primary concern to
evangelical Christians.” In this catalog
of transgressions, “the early Christian
emphasis on the virtues presented in the
Sermon on the Mount is all but lost.”
Although Henning’s study of hell is
driven by academic curiosity rather than
the religious concerns of a theologian,
she laments the loss of what she calls the
“pedagogical savvy” of the early Christians as they created vivid hells in service
of a broader message of concern with the
marginalized in our world.
Henning works to reclaim their teachings in The Road to Hell, a course she and
communication professor Joseph Valenzano III designed and teach together.
Henning said that when they start
teaching hell, their students “want to
quickly go to the entertainment value,”
she said. This impulse reflects their experience with depictions of hell in popular culture, including ultra-violent ones
such as the Saw horror movie franchise,
which, she said, “uses the same kind of
measure-for-measure punishment stuff
that early Christian depictions of hell do,
but intensifies it. … It’s even grosser than
you could imagine.”
When Henning assigns her students
to analyze modern depictions of hell, they
typically will train their critical lenses
on comparatively less disturbing depictions of the afterlife, such as in Stranger
Things or American Horror Story — even
Harry Potter.
“The image when Harry dies for a
short period of time and he’s in this
void — students actually compare that
to different ancient depictions of a kind
of neutral afterlife, like Greek and Roman depictions of Hades that don’t have
punishment or Hebrew Bible notions of
Sheol,” she said.
Henning really likes NBC’s The Good
Place, which she describes as an especially nuanced exception to the violence
that pervades contemporary hell depictions. In it, Eleanor Shellstrop (played by
Kristen Bell) believes she is in heaven by
mistake. But — spoiler alert — her crippling doubts are a form of psychological
torture being inflicted on her in a ver-

sion of hell constructed by a demon architect (played by Ted Danson) who is trying
to freshen up the whole agony paradigm. The show creates a world in which these
and other characters are forced to reflect on what is just, what is unjust and how justice should be restored. Somewhere, sometime soon, if it isn’t already happening, a
graduate student ought to be typing up a dissertation on The Good Place as an embodiment of 21st-century American anxiety about unearned privilege.
We don’t need to rely on hell stories for communicating about what it means to
live virtuously, Henning points out.
“I think that we have a lot more rhetorical tools at our disposal than ancient Chris-

Early Christians created vivid hells
in service of a broader message
of concern with the marginalized
in our world.
tians did,” she said. “I think the question is, ‘What are the best rhetorical tools in our
world, and how can we maximally use them to do that good work in the world?’”
Social media, for all its faults, offers a good example. Henning — who also has a
strong interest in disability studies, which she attributes to seeing her grandmother
cope with the loss of her leg after her car accident — has watched as disability activists
use social media campaigns to create new ethical boundaries for how media companies serve customers who need, for example, closed captioning services. Activists no
longer require hell-inspired storytelling to get the public to pay attention or change
its ways.
Early Christians might easily recognize the rhetorical point we’re making in one
specific way we talk about hell today. Type a Google search for recent news that includes the word “hell,” and you’ll turn up the usual stories about airline “travel hell”
or “the neighbor from hell.” But sprinkled among the usual suspects will be stories
that describe one circumstance or another as “hell on Earth.” It might be the fate of a
community victimized by war, the last days of an abused child, a pocket of indescribably deep poverty in a distant country or nearby place, or some other dire, desperate
situation.
No matter the lamentable particulars,
ABOUT THE ART
one shared element defines these stories
as hellscapes: the undeserved torment of
blameless innocents. Here, the usual hell
The etchings of hell in this feature are
story is turned inside-out. These are not
by Gustave Doré, a 19th century French
hells where the wicked are being punished.
artist. (Colorization added.) He created
These are hells that confront us with the
the black-and-white images of the travels
moral urgency of caring for the most marof Dante and Virgil for the 1866 edition of
ginalized and vulnerable who suffer among
The Vision of Hell, an English translation by
us today. In these stories at least, hell still
Henry Francis Clay of “Inferno” in the Divine
calls us to follow the early Christians’ mesComedy by Dante Alighieri. The edition is
sage about how we ought to live.
part of the rare books collection of UD’s
archives. Also included in the collection
is a 1963 edition of the Divine Comedy
Matthew Dewald is a writer in Richmond, Virginia,
illustrated by Salvador Dali and used by
and a former University of Dayton staff member.
students in the Road to Hell class. Special
His most recent stories for this magazine examined
thanks to University Libraries.
courtesy and miracles.

Torment, drawn out
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NEW
		AGAIN
BY M I C H E LLE TE D FO R D

W

UD welcomes its new
cohort of students into a
nursing tradition that dates
back more than 70 years.

HEN FIRST-YEAR STUDENT STEPHANIE JOSEPH STEPPED ON CAMPUS

in August, it fulfilled one childhood dream — to attend UD — and set her
on the path to realize her second: “I’ve always wanted to go into nursing
since I was in elementary school.”
She saw how vital medicine was to helping her diabetic great-grandmother, and how instrumental nurses were in both the physical and mental well-being of a grandmother fighting
cancer. So when UD opened enrollment this spring for a new Bachelor of Science in Nursing
degree program, Joseph said, “I committed to UD that day.”
Her dream to study nursing at UD has been shared by many through the generations. She
is among the 15-member inaugural cohort that signals the continuation of the University’s
dedication to helping both students and the community by providing a quality nursing education — a dedication that dates back to the 1940s.
When Joseph and her classmates graduate, they will add to the 338 Flyers to whom the
University granted nursing degrees from 1944 to 1969. It is a program that’s been defined by
the times in which it existed, the challenges of a shifting accreditation, and a dedication to a
quality, Catholic education.
36
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cover. Inside, UD’s president wrote, “[N]o matter what the future may bring forth, as parents
you want to make sure that your children have an education. A good education does not depreciate, nor can that education be postponed. It must be done now or will probably never be
done at all.”

Three degrees

Wartime program

Only two decades after the conclusion
of World War I, Americans peered over
the ocean to see Adolf Hitler extending
his reach. In 1938, the German takeover of
Austria was followed by the carving up of
Czechoslovakia, both of which strengthened Hitler’s anti-Jewish policy as graphically revealed in the Kristallnacht attacks
that November.
It’s unknown how such news resounded
on campus, but it coincided with the University planning for what it would later call
“special advantages” — preparations for
war. UD compressed four-year degrees into
three years and created specialized instruction, including advanced military training
and course study in military German. For
women, it created programs to fill imminent needs, including nursing.
In 1939, Father John A. Elbert, S.M., a
1915 alumnus and University president, received approval from the Ohio State Nurses
Board to begin bachelor’s degree programs
with a combined focus on professional
nursing and the liberal arts.
The Department of Nursing enrolled its
first students in 1942 in agreement with St.
Elizabeth Hospital School of Nursing, just
down the road and across the Great Miami
River from campus.
The 1942-43 bulletin of coursework is
emblazoned in red with “War Time” on the

The University’s three degree offerings — Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Science in
Nursing and Bachelor of Science in Nursing Education — appealed to two kinds of nursing
students: those who had never before studied nursing and those who had already received a
nursing diploma through another school.
UD offered a Catholic-based education that incorporated the liberal arts, science and professional nursing to enrich the students’ personal lives and professional competence. Leadership was a key component, as was fulfilling the community’s and country’s need for intelligent and effective health care professionals.
It also attracted members of religious orders who wanted to become nurses — and those
who didn’t.
“I didn’t decide to go into nursing,” said Ullainee Berberich Battigaglia ’54, who was formerly a member of the Sisters of the Poor of St. Francis. “I wanted to be a cook, and my superior said, ‘No, you’re going into nursing.’”
Battigaglia went on to receive her master’s in psychiatric nursing and practice for 12 years,
in addition to teaching future nurses. “I am still very proud that I am a nurse,” she said.
Students took science and liberal arts courses on campus, and clinical courses at
St. Elizabeth Hospital, a Catholic hospital founded by the Sisters of the Poor of St. Francis.
Students often caught a ride between the campuses, though Battigaglia would pick beautiful
days for the 30-minute stroll along Stewart Street. “It
was a long walk, but it was very enjoyable,” she said.

“At the time
[I started at
UD], I believe
I had one of
two options —
be a nurse
or a teacher.
And as it turns
out, I didn’t
really choose
because I
did both.”


—JANET STEPHAN
DUGAN ’63, DAYTON

Changing times

The program attracted students from around the
state and country, especially those who had received
nursing diplomas from other schools. These students
could transfer up to 60 credits toward a bachelor’s,
shaving nearly two years off their studies.
Janet Stephan Dugan ’63, who graduated from a
nursing diploma program at Good Samaritan Hospital in Dayton, came to UD with an eagerness — and
need — to work. “I was going to school full time, working almost full time, and graduated with a bachelor’s
of science in three years,” she said. “It broadened my
scope of interest and allowed me to see myself getting
involved with many different things, such as teaching,
after I graduated.”
But the program faced challenges as national requirements began to change. A consultant from the
Catholic University of America recommended UD assume complete responsibility for the program, including hiring all faculty and housing all undergraduates.
Its relationship with St. Elizabeth Hospital, the consultant wrote, should be limited to clinical training.
A similar recommendation surfaced in 1954 from the
National League for Nursing.
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“I started the program in September and went all
through the winter and summer and then graduated in August. So, it was about two and a half
years. The nursing classes were small, I would say,
maybe eight students.” —EDWINA NESBITT NEWELL ’66, DAYTON
UD had problems on both fronts. First, it relied heavily on the hospital to provide faculty.
Second was that, before Marycrest Hall opened in 1962, there was no campus housing for female students. Many lived in rooming houses or with their families.
And while the program was not exclusively female, the language it used in official University bulletins revealed its target population: “This program is designed to enrich and strengthen
the professional nurse’s background and to enable her to realize more fully her potential as a
person and as a member of the profession of nursing.”

1930

More challenges

During the 1950s, the administration moved to align the nursing program
with accreditation requirements. This
included strengthening admission requirements, revising the curriculum and
expanding library holdings.
In 1961, the chair of the Department
of Nursing, Ann Franklin, submitted to
the president a proposed four-year curriculum. Franklin reasoned that a sound
general nursing program depended on a
well-organized basic four-year curriculum. The University’s president, Father

1940

The history
of nursing at
UD: a timeline


1938

UD signs agreement with
the St. Elizabeth Hospital
School of Nursing.
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The hurdles were then too great to
surmount. In 1955, UD agreed to scale
back its nursing program. It removed the
degree in nursing education and began
only accepting students with nursing diplomas. Called a “prespecialization curriculum,” its goal was to offer a deeper
appreciation of professional responsibilities and “further development of attitudes deemed necessary to provide total
nursing care of the highest quality.”
Allan Perry ’63 praised the education
he received.
“UD gave me the basic materials to
go on later to Boston University for my
graduate degree in nursing administration and another graduate degree in teratology and business,” said Perry, among
the program’s many students who either
came from the military or opted to enlist upon graduation. “And from that, I
was able to progress in the military up
through the basic ranks up to the rank of
colonel.” Perry retired as chief of nursing
education at one of the U.S. Air Force’s
largest hospitals.

1939

Father John A.
Elbert, S.M.,
University president, recommends
founding the
Department of
Nursing and
receives approval
of the Ohio State
Nurses Board.
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1950

1941

Sister M. Minalia,
S.P.S.F., director
of the St. Elizabeth
Hospital School
of Nursing,
is appointed
head of the
UD department.

1942

First students
attend classes
in one of three
bachelor’s
programs for
nursing.

1948

Nu Epsilon Delta,
the nursing honor
society, is formed
“for the purpose of
giving recognition for
superior scholarship
and to unify student
activities of the
department with those
of other organizations
on campus.”

1954

UD discontinues
the Bachelor
of Science
in Nursing
Education, with
the last degree
conferred in 1956.
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Raymond A. Roesch, S.M. ’36, agreed.
Surveys were conducted. Consultants visited. Plans were drafted.
And in the end, hopes were dashed.
So many Dayton-area nursing programs already demanded clinical time
that administrators worried there
would be no room for more UD students. In 1964, it canceled plans for the
new degree program and admitted no
new students to its current degree program. Nursing education at UD would
cease to be.
Franklin wrote to the dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, “Perhaps
at a future time the matter might again
be discussed if there is more evidence of
community interest and need.”

What’s old is new again

The last nursing student, Nancy
Walter Merrill, received her bachelor’s
in 1969.
And the first new nursing students
started classes on campus Aug. 21, 2019.
Proponents of nursing education
throughout UD’s history have pointed to
the needs of community, profession and
individual, and how UD is well-poised to
fulfill them. That includes having strong
community partners in health care, including Premier Health, which is providing a nurse mentor to each current
student during his or her four years.
Today, nursing students are taking
classes, including courses in the Common Academic Program, on UD’s campus. In years two and three, they will
dual-enroll at UD and Sinclair Community College, known for its quality associate degree program. Students will take

nursing courses and complete clinical
rotations, after which they’ll receive
their Associate of Applied Science degree in nursing from Sinclair. Students
will then sit for the National Council Licensure Examination, allowing them to
work as licensed registered nurses during their fourth year of studies on UD’s
campus.
“When you couple the collaboration
with Sinclair with the UD track record
and the distinctive characteristics of a
Marianist education, you generate a lot
of excitement,” said Tonya Breymier,
nursing program director and professor.
“It really is designed for the common
good of our patients, our families and
our community.”
First-year students moved into
learning-living communities in Stuart
Complex alongside members of their
cohort, a decidedly different housing
experience than that of her 20th century counterparts. But first-year student
Richious Carton’s excitement for college and dedication to profession echo
through the decades.
“I’m looking forward to meeting new
people and finding out more about myself in an independent environment,”
said Carton, whose professional goal is
to become a pediatric nurse practitioner. “I want to do something that will
have an impact on people.”
And, once again, she and others can
have that through nursing at UD.

1955

Two degree
programs are still
offered to certified
nurses: Bachelor
of Science and
Bachelor of Science
in Nursing.

1958

Ann Franklin
is appointed
chair of the
Department
of Nursing to
strengthen
and build the
program.

1970

1961

Faculty submit
a new four-year
curriculum for
those who have
no previous
nursing training
to address
a “definitive
shortage of
professional
nurses.”

1964

Lack of clinical
facilities leads UD
to discontinue
nursing education;
70 students
currently in the
program are
allowed to conclude
their studies.
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N
 ursing alumni share memories of the
program and the professions they served
“The group that I worked with in
the children’s psychiatric ward at
Dayton Children’s Hospital was
probably the most exciting and
inspirational group of people. The children were
very young, and one boy came up to us once and
was so excited he could get his shoes on. We told
him, ‘Yes, but they are on the wrong feet!’ He said,
‘But they’re my feet, and they’re my shoes.’ That was
enough.” —Ullainee Berberich Battigaglia ’54, Dayton
“I was the only guy in UD’s program.
Now there are some places that have
just as many men as women, but not
in my day. We were sort of pioneers.”


—Capt. Richard Massa ’66, San Diego, California

“I was in the military working full
time at the Wright-Patterson Hospital.
UD gave me the basics for higher
education, which gave me higher
levels of responsibility in the Air Force.”

—Col. Allan Perry ’63, San Antonio, Texas
“I enjoyed nursing very much. I like
working with people and felt that I was
doing some good by being in nursing.
[My] advice to students would be to go
into nursing for the good reason of helping others,
not for the money.” —Elsie Muska Stolle ’54
To read more from this oral history project with
UD nursing alumni, visit bit.ly/UDM-nursing2019.
And to submit your own memories of nursing education
at UD, email magazine@udayton.edu.

Danielle Damon ’18 is a contributing editor to this
feature. Other interviews conducted by Lizzie
Elward ’19, Rose Rucoba ’19, Anna Lagattuta ’19
and Kendra Zonca ’20.

1960

IN THEIR WORDS

1969

1980

Nancy Walter Merrill
receives UD’s last
bachelor’s in nursing.

1990

2000

1976

UD investigates
— and abandons
— restarting the
nursing program,
despite study
showing 70% of
Dayton nurses
do not have fouryear degrees.

2010

2020

2019

Students in
the new
Bachelor’s
of Science
in Nursing
cohort arrive
on campus.
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seconds
We are the University of Dayton;

the city is in our name. That’s among the reasons why
on Aug. 4, the day of the mass shooting, we held the city
close in our hearts. When we spoke, the word “Dayton”
stuck in the catch in our throats. Its sorrow reflected in
the tears in our eyes.
This is our city.
And the Oregon District is among this city’s gems.
An entertainment strip along three blocks of East Fifth
Street, it is encompassed by a historic neighborhood
where families live, shop and worship.
You didn’t have to be on Fifth Street that night to feel
the terror caused by a single gunman outside the bars
Ned Peppers and Blind Bob’s.
Thirty-two seconds. Nine killed. Two-hundred and
forty-eighth mass shooting in America this year, according to the Gun Violence Archive, and coming only 12
hours after the massacre by a gunman in El Paso, Texas,
left 22 dead.
On these pages, 10 members of our Flyer family share
their voices on the tragedy. They reflect on that night
and consider the path forward. The road is unclear, but
their conviction is strong, with faith in God and the opportunity to make change leading them on.
This is their city. And yours.
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MEGAN BETTS, 22 • MONICA BRICKHOUSE, 39 • NICHOLAS CUMER, 25
DERRICK FUDGE, 57 • THOMAS McNICHOLS, 25 • LOIS OGLESBY, 27
SAEED SALEH, 38 • LOGAN TURNER, 30 • BEATRICE WARREN-CURTIS, 36

May perpetual light shine upon them.
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Run

Music
Art Jipson

Emily Skill ’17

THE NIGHT OF THE SHOOTING, I WAS

in the Hole in the Wall, a bar right next door
to Ned Peppers. We were just having a normal night, and then we saw people sprinting
out the back of the bar. The music shut off,
and I heard someone shout “shooting!” But
when I looked at the back door, there was a
bottleneck, and I thought, “I’m not going to
be able to get out.” The shots were so loud,
and it felt like the shooter was coming into
the bar. I didn’t know what other option
there was but to run into the bathroom.
Pretty soon, there were 15 other people in
there. We all laid on the ground because a
bullet could easily go through the wooden
door. … People were banging on the other
side of the door, crying to let them in, but
we couldn’t. It was jam-packed, and we
couldn’t keep opening the door. …
When things got quieter, a police officer
told us to evacuate the area and go somewhere safe. It was really scary, trying to
get away but not knowing where “safe” is.

We ended up taking cover behind a cement
wall. That’s when I called my stepsister to
pick us up.
I listen to a news podcast every morning,
and whenever there’s a story about a mass
shooting, the survivors say the same thing:
“I never thought it would happen to me.”
Even the night I experienced it, it didn’t feel
real: “Could it actually happen in our hometown at this place I know is safe?”
I still have a hard time accepting that our
neighbor Logan was one of the nine people
killed that night. No one should have to experience this.
I was hesitant to post about this experience on social media, but we need to talk
about it. People need to see who this has
affected, recognize that it could happen to
any of us, and demand change.

Emily is a project developer for Enyo Renewable
Energy, a company based out of Salt Lake City
that develops utility-scale wind and solar projects.

Enough

Maura Donahue ’90
IN THE TINY BATHROOM OF THE BAR

just next door to Ned Peppers, my daughter
Emily huddled on the floor with 15 other
people, hearing the barrage of gunshots
and hoping that the bullets wouldn’t come
through the door.
Only 45 minutes before, Emily and my
stepdaughter Claire Fackel-Darrow, both
UD grads, and Claire’s boyfriend, current
UD student Zach Wasson, had been enjoying a beautiful, warm Dayton night on the
front patio of the Hole in the Wall bar. While
Claire and Zach left the area before the
shooting, Emily stayed with other friends.
Emily survived and is physically OK, but she
was terrified. It is still hard for me to comprehend that I could have lost all three of
them on that front patio if the shooter had
started his rampage just a little bit earlier.
Unfortunately, Emily’s experience is not
our only connection to the Oregon shooting. I learned later in the day that Logan M.
Turner, age 30, had been killed. Logan was
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our next-door neighbor when my children
were growing up in Springboro, Ohio, and
they all played together at our house and in
the neighborhood for years. This dear, sweet
boy was a gift, and now he is gone.
I have had enough of these senseless
losses. The Oregon shooting has galvanized
me into action. While I was powerless over
the shooter, I do have the power to let my
senators and representatives know that I
support common-sense gun laws. I wrote to
them to share my personal experience with
gun violence.
My daughter is a survivor of a mass
shooting. Why did I wait until gun violence
got personal? I don’t have a good answer for
that. My wish for anyone reading this is for
them to speak up now about ending gun violence. Don’t do what I did and wait for it to
get personal. It just might.

Maura is an associate dean in the College of Arts
and Sciences.

I CONSIDER THE OREGON DISTRICT

part of my home. It is not unusual for
me to be there three or four times a
week. People jokingly ask if I live there.
I eat there. I drink there. I watch bands
perform there.
People say that they cannot believe something like this could have
happened there because the Oregon
District is a vibrant community with
people from all walks of life, classes,
genders, orientations and backgrounds
coming together. Everyone is welcome
in the “Oregon.”
I’ve been involved in music in the
city of Dayton for more than a decade.
I create a radio show every Tuesday on
Flyer Radio, focusing on independent,
regional and Dayton music. I was a few
blocks away the night this tragedy happened, listening to one of my favorite
bands playing at South Park Tavern.
We had thought about going to Blind
Bob’s right as the events were unfolding but decided at the last minute to
head home.
I learned what happened after I returned home. I was in tears, emotionally devasted. I do not have words for
this — and I study extremist behavior.
I needed time to process.
I dedicated my next radio show to
Dayton music. In my 15 years of doing this show, this was the first time I
cried on air. After the show, there was a
powerful response on our social media
accounts from people saying my emotional honesty helped them in their
own process of healing because we
were all hurting.
I have made it a point to go back to
the Oregon District because I will not
allow this horrific tragedy to stop me
from participating in this vibrant community. No one should feel unsafe. No
one should have to fear for their life in
Dayton. I hope a senseless act of violence does not prevent people from participating in the cultural life of this city.

Art is an associate professor of sociology.
He can be heard on Flyer Radio Tuesdays
3-6 p.m. and online at wudr.udayton.edu.

Reversal

MaryJane Plote ’20
IN EL PASO, YOU CAN GO TO

someone’s house for a visit and
leave with a stack of tortillas and
all the food you need for the next
three days. It is such a warm,
beautiful place. I was blessed to
have been born and raised there.
And I am blessed to be a graduate assistant at UD.
Like so many others, I got
a news alert on my phone that
there was an active shooter in El
Paso. The Walmart is 14 minutes
from where I grew up, where after
a day at the mall we’d walk over to
grab eggs or milk.
I spent my Saturday contacting family and friends who raised
me. They were safe, but they were
not OK. Fear shook their voices.
And then the shooting happened in Dayton. “Hey, are you
OK?” my friend Jesus texted me,
mirroring my earlier message to
him. In just 12 hours, our roles
reversed.
On any other night, I would
have been in the Oregon District.
My friends and I would have
walked into Lucky’s Tap Room,
and the wait staff would have recognized us and delivered an order
of sweet potato fries for the table.
Instead, we were out dancing two
blocks away at Therapy Café on
Latin night, celebrating the culture we love.
I went to 10 a.m. Mass that
morning in UD’s chapel. It was
hard to sit there and sing, “Glory to God in the highest and on
Earth peace to people of goodwill.” People of goodwill were
downtown. People of goodwill
were doing their grocery shopping. That’s not peace.
If I didn’t believe in the Resurrection, I couldn’t get through
this. This feels like Good Friday,
and I’m just trying to get to Easter.

MaryJane coordinates Masses
through Campus Ministry.

Neighborhood
JUST STARTING OUR VACATION ON ST.

George Island, Florida, my husband, Jeff ’95,
and I were getting up for 8:30 Mass when
we heard the news of the shooting. My first
thought was of my neighbors.
We live in the Oregon District, three blocks
from Fifth Street. I run Inn Port, a bed and
breakfast a block from Fifth. The district is
a place where you take a walk and you don’t
just say hello to your neighbors; you stop and
talk. Long before the shooting, it was a place
of connection and empathy — when someone’s sick or a spouse passes or somebody has
to move away.
That morning, we heard the news on Jeff’s
phone; mine had no service. After Mass we
drove until it did so I could return the calls
of friends and customers who didn’t know we
were out of town.
We returned to Dayton a week later. Feeling the need to walk down Fifth, we headed to
Blind Bob’s, our usual site for Sunday brunch.
Somebody was at the door; it looked like he

Leslie Rosell Gonya ’94

was checking IDs or collecting a cover charge.
I thought, “I’m not going to pay a cover to
hear heavy metal music on Sunday.”
We learned it wasn’t a heavy metal band.
The performer was John Legend — one of only
15 people to have won an Emmy, Grammy,
Oscar and Tony — returning home to Ohio to
honor Dayton’s first responders and others.
So we ate down the street at the Trolley
Stop, a place which, like much in the district,
has changed over the years and is still the
same.
The shooting and its aftermath are hard to
process. What happened here happened to all
of us in the neighborhood. We are doing the
best we can. There are a lot of hugs. The Aug. 4
shooting will not define us.
Nobody here is talking about going anywhere else.

The Gonyas have lived in the Oregon District for 17
years. Leslie organizes and hosts road trips to numerous Dayton Flyers men’s basketball road games.

Presence

Shaughn Phillips ’15
I WORK ON FIFTH STREET. I LIVE ON FIFTH

Street. I’m the director of evangelization
in young adult ministry for three Catholic
churches including Holy Trinity. I live in St.
Anne’s Hill a few blocks away. Sunday morning
I woke up to text messages from friends saying, “Hey, are you OK?” My first response was,
whoa, I need to get down to Holy Trinity. We
needed to make sure our doors were open. This
is my community. These are my friends who I
work with, and I pray with, and I play with.
There was a larger than normal crowd for
Mass, and people were just stunned. As a lay
Marianist, I think of Mary standing at the foot
of the cross as her son was dying. She doesn’t
say anything. What do you say? I think Mary is
a good model for us in these situations when
there is nothing we can say. Rather, it’s a ministry of presence. That’s what my parish community wanted to offer that day.
The Congregation of the Holy Cross, which
founded the University of Notre Dame where I
went to grad school, has the motto “Ave Crux,

Spes Unica” — Hail the Cross, Our Only Hope!
Moments of grace happen in the midst of darkness. God’s grace still abounds. That first week
was God giving me just enough to get to the
next moment. And it was very much moment
to moment. It’s beautiful how grace works. It
was a real respite for me to attend the prayer
service on campus a few days later and just
allow myself to be. It’s in the small moments
that we get to proclaim the joy of the Gospel,
to share that we are an Easter people, a resurrection people who will not let doubt have the
final word.
One of the beautiful things in our Catholic
social teaching is subsidiarity — commitment
to our neighbor. Jesus says, “Love your neighbor.” I think that’s especially needed in the
world we live in today that craves community,
that craves connectivity, that craves a sense of
belonging, that craves love. God is love. That
encounter gives us a sense of new direction.
And a new horizon and purpose and meaning
in our lives.
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Responders
WHAT OUR OFFICERS SAW AND DID

Aug. 4 were things no human being
should have to see or do or experience in
any kind of way.
We received a call that the Dayton police needed help, that there was a shooting involved, but our officers didn’t know
the extent of what was taking place. But
people in this profession — they run to
the danger, not knowing the gravity of
what it is, not knowing if that’s the last
thing they’ll do on the face of this earth.
We are trained to respond as if there
is more than one shooter, and so our officers were cognizant that there still may
be danger afoot, and they put themselves
in a position to assist in any way and
make sure that wasn’t the case. I walked

Strong

Ryan Culhane ’20
WHILE MOST OF UD’S ATHLETES

are not from this area, we want to help.
So we decided to create T-shirts with
the logo “Dayton Strong” on them, sell
them, and give 100% of the proceeds to
The Dayton Foundation, which is giving aid to victims of the shooting.
We made 3,400 and have already
sold 3,100. We want to sell them all by
the end of September. That is our goal.
We are not doing this to get credit.
All the athletes got together and just
knew that if we could help, then we
had to help. It was our duty to use our
platform for the community that has
always shown us love and support.
It’s so important to show that there
is good in the world and light in dark
times. The Dayton community has always had our backs, so now it’s time
that we have theirs.

Ryan is a senior offensive guard for Flyer
football and co-community service chair of
the Student Athlete Advisory Committee.
Information on the T-shirts can be found
on Twitter @udsaac.
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Rodney Chatman, UD chief of police
onto the scene after our officers had already arrived, and I had no idea what I
was walking into. I started looking for
our officers, and as I walked down the
sidewalk, I saw two bodies that had been
covered up. When I turned … it was horrific, and I’ve been in this profession for
30 years. Our officers performed admirably and professionally; they were 100
percent spot-on with their training. But
it was the most horrific work that anyone
can imagine.
My main focus now is on the emotional well-being of our officers. You can’t
experience something like that without
being emotionally impacted by it, but
police officers learn to put that emotion
off in the moment.

Solutions

Rhyan Pearson ’21
WHEN I FIRST HEARD, I THINK I

was just in shock. You never think
something like this is going to happen so close. It was a relief it wasn’t on
campus.
First and foremost, as members of
the Student Government Association
we wanted students to know that the
SGA is here for them. Everyone deals
with this stuff in different ways, and
it’s so easy to think that oh, it’s not happening around me, or, campus is safe.
Nowhere is truly safe, but now we figure out how to move forward with education and initiatives that will bring
people together and find solutions.
At our first campus-wide meeting
this September we will talk with the
student body to hear what they have
to say, answer questions, ask for suggestions and talk about any issues they
want us to carry forward to the administration. It’s hit our community now.
There’s no avoiding it anymore.

Rhyan is director of special programs
for SGA.

We pull over and deal with so many
people with guns; it is unbelievable.
When I started my career, I remember
when an officer on the department encountered a gun out on the streets, it was
kind of a big deal. Recovering a gun was
a topic of conversation. Now we get so
many people with guns that taking guns
off people and out of cars rarely rates
above regular conversation. This really
hits home for us because of what happened Aug. 4.
As horrific as the Aug. 4 events were,
I fear I may witness another similar
event at some point. But that possibility
doesn’t scare me nearly as much as the
thought of not being surprised if I do.

Gift

Kelly Johnson
THE BEGINNING OF THE YEAR AL-

ways has a buzz around it. It’s that
feeling of being at the top of the roller
coaster with a wild ride coming at us,
and fast. We have tried to plan but we
cannot script the year. For me, this
year’s excitement is edged with more
anxiety than usual. Friends, things are
not going to get easier.
So I’m here to tell myself and to tell
you: This is a good time to be alive. This
is a good time for us to be right here, to
be together, to be uncertain, to be fragile, not to be in control of our world,
and to act boldly in love anyway. We
are in trouble, and loving God will get
us into more trouble. That’s what it is
to be a human creature in this broken
world that is so loved by God. That’s a
good gift.

Kelly is the Father William J. Ferree
Chair of Social Justice. Her reflection
from the prayer service to start the
school year can be read in its entirety at
bit.ly/UDM-courageandhope.
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Can UDentify us?

D
 o you recognized these royal ladies? The 1968 UD
homecoming queen and her court are ready to cheer on their
mighty Flyers. If so, email us at magazine@udayton.edu.


IN THE LAST ISSUE

In the summer 2019 issue, Lisanne Mosher Pinciotti ’82 recognized herself (seated) posing between John Dolan and
Bill Coley (far right), with Laura Igal behind. “Looks like this photo was taken outside Marycrest where I lived on seven
middle for two years,” she wrote. “Ah, the memories of those years are precious and made even stronger when two of
our daughters gave us the chance to be alumni parents.”
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MAKE ME
A MATCH
Erin Tillman ’01 has made
a name as a maven of modern
dating advice. —J E A N E E N P A R S O N S

B

ACK IN THE GOOD OLD DAYS,

people sought relationship advice from twin tabloid titans
Dear Abby and Ann Landers.
But answers were less than immediate, if
at all, and totally dependent on a printed
newspaper with sometimes unreliable delivery methods. Late in the 20th century
the World Wide Web was born and nothing has been the same — including dating.
Fast forward to 2008. Erin Tillman, a
marketing graduate with a minor in international business, had been in Los Angeles for five years working in various areas
of the entertainment industry. Production assistant, print model, TV host and
wardrobe stylist to name a few, Tillman
was finding her way in the city she describes as full of hustle and bustle with a
mixture of interesting and eclectic people
and a variety of creative career opportunities. And beautiful weather. Something
a girl born and raised in the Midwest
could really get used to. It was also a time
when the internet had become a part of
daily life for most people, and it started to
expand the universe of how people meet.
“I started writing about dating in
2008. It was all so new and I was writing
about the double standards between the
genders when it comes to dating and sex
and seeking answers to why so many mar46
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Photograph by JOEL FLORA

riages end in divorce. Was there something
that people were doing back in the dating
stage of their relationships that was leading to unhappiness later in life? How and
why were people choosing their partners?
Were there people who were happier in unconventional partnerships? I had so many
questions and was eager to find answers,”
Tillman said.
Using the foundation from her marketing degree, Tillman was able to create her
own niche based on her interests in dating, human behavior and the entertainment industry, and learned how to incorporate the latest technology into
her brand. She started using the
moniker “The Dating Advice Girl”
and soon established herself as
a modern-day Carrie Bradshaw.
She sees her place in the industry
as still evolving, with new opportunities arising all the time.
“It’s clear that the digital social space is a relevant industry,
and I feel secure about my place in
it,” she said.
Tillman published The Consent Guidebook in 2018 as a way to convey easily digestible content that offers a crash course
on issues of consent, dating and intimate
scenarios, as well as content on interpersonal relationships with family and
friends and the need to be aware of each
other’s personal boundaries. Featuring
illustrations by fellow Flyer Seth Wade
’15, it includes advice from over 30 sexual
health educators, psychiatrists and professionals of various genders, cultures and
experiences.
“I believe it is important to have a variety of perspectives and levels of expertise
featured in the book, not just mine,” Tillman said.
At the core of Tillman’s philosophy on
dating and relationships is self-respect and
empowerment. She believes if someone is

self-confident they will find the strength to
make decisions that will influence and impact their lives in positive ways. In her role
as a dating empowerment coach, she helps
clients lessen anxiety and be prepared for
the ups and downs of the dating process.
“I help clients take an honest look
at who they are, who they are attracted
to, what their ideal role in a relationship
would be and what kind of relationship
would be a good fit for them. In society we
default to a one-size-fits-all kind of relationship, when in reality, we are different
individuals who might thrive in different

included. If most of us never really learned
about boundaries, it’s no wonder so many
issues, concerns and incidents were coming to light.” In college, Tillman was a selfprofessed late bloomer and never dated until her junior year while studying abroad in
Lille, France. “I got a lot of attention being
the only American at my school, so some
of my most memorable dating experiences
were in Europe,” she said. “That has definitely given me an interesting perspective
about courtship, dating and relationships.”
Her award-winning The Dating Advice
Girl podcast can be found on platforms including iTunes and Spotify, and
Tillman regularly does guest appearances on local and national
shows as well as media including
Men’s Health, the Chicago Tribune, BuzzFeed and the Lifetime
Network. She received an award
in 2018 for her work in the realm
of consent education and gender
equality.
With all of this talk of dating,
it begs the question of Tillman,
“What’s the best and worst date you’ve ever
been on?”
“The worst/weirdest was while having
dinner, I laughed at something my date said
and he stuck his finger in my open mouth
and got upset when I asked him what he was
doing. I immediately asked for the check,”
Tillman said. “One of the best was when I
lived in France and my (ex) boyfriend and I
decided to hop on a train and go to Paris for
the weekend, just because. It felt like a total
fairy tale,” she recalls.
Tillman has made it her life’s work to
help people figure out what fairy tale ending is right for them and how to achieve it.
“It’s a beautiful thing to see respect given even if there’s not a full understanding
of someone else’s experience. That always
gives me a deep feeling of fulfillment to help
facilitate that experience,” Tillman said.

It’s clear that the digital
social space is a relevant
industry, and I feel secure
about my place in it.
scenarios and partnerships,” Tillman said.
Another important demographic Tillman caters to are colleges and youth organizations. She offers several dating safety
programs designed to educate teens and
young adults on the importance of consent, social media awareness and establishing boundaries. She has other sessions
that give helpful advice on having a happy
and healthy social life outside of dating,
building strong communication skills
and learning to use technology to your
advantage.
“There seemed to be a consistent trend
of consent being a new concept for the majority of individuals,” Tillman observed.
“Even in sex ed, most people I’ve talked to —
especially those over the age of 30 — did
not have any sort of comprehensive consent teachings when they were younger, me
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Flying
into action

MY OLD HOUSE

308
Kiefaber St.
Friendships made from denim

A

N UNLIKELY FRIENDSHIP BEGAN WITH

a few pairs of jeans. Six 2009 graduates
— Jennie Szink, Rania Shakkour Lupia,
Aley Hall, Laura DeVita, Meghan Keivel
Cruz and Allison Kroeger Zeller — submitted a
creative project in order to be considered to live
in ArtStreet housing during their junior year. The
complex was brand new at the time.
“We had to prove we were creative and artsy,”
shared Szink of their memory board made of jean
pockets.
Some knitted, while others simply stuffed essays inside their designated pockets. The team effort paid off, and the group secured their centrally
located house at 308 Kiefaber St. without having to
participate in the housing lottery.
When the women applied, they knew each
other only in pairs. However, in a short time, the
six became inseparable. Cruz explained, “We
didn’t have this deep friendship before. It developed into that.”
While the amenities of the townhouse won
them over, the space did have its flaws. The dreaded
middle room had a skytube instead of windows,
making summer days extra hot and winter nights

extremely cold. The group of six drew straws, and
Cruz and Zeller were the unlucky pair.
“We would wake up covered in sweat,” Zeller
laughed.
After more than 10 years, the six women still
have a close bond. They reunite once a year, and
their text chain named “UD Fam” allows them to
communicate on a regular basis.
This summer, the group celebrated their 10th
reunion on campus. Coincidentally, Reunion
Weekend fell on National Best Friends Day. To
mark the occasion, the women recreated a photo
on the front steps of their house, continuing a tradition that began when they were students.
“When we were juniors, we took a photo on
these stairs,” said DeVita during Reunion Weekend.
“And when we were seniors, we reFAST FACTS
peated the same photo, but with a
picture of the first photo. And then
YEAR BUILT
at our five-year reunion, we had a
BY UD: 2004
picture of the picture of the picSQUARE
ture, and we did it this morning.”
FEET: 1,493
After all, is a home really comBEDROOMS: 3
plete without posed family picBATHROOMS: 2
tures? — L A U R E N D U R H A M ’ 2 2

SEE MORE: visit udayton.edu/magazine/my-old-house.php // SUGGEST YOUR OLD HOUSE: magazine@udayton.edu
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On a flight from Los Angeles
to Hawaii, everything seemed
normal. However, as Megan Bias ’19
and Allison Hudak ’19, both former
members of UD EMS, would find
out, this flight was anything but
average.
Bias and Hudak were originally
traveling to attend an experiential
learning marine biology trip. But,
just over an hour into the flight,
things turned critical. A flight attendant noticed a passenger had
become unresponsive and sent
out an urgent request to the cabin,
asking any medical personnel on
board to help.
Bias and Hudak immediately
sprang into action. Alongside other
medical professionals on board,
the students helped in reviving
and stabilizing the passenger for
two hours until the plane could
make an emergency landing in San
Francisco.
Bias and Hudak said they relied
on the training they had received
at UD.
“This is the type of situation
UD EMS had prepared me for, and
I was confident in my skills and
training,” Hudak said.
Hudak served 656 volunteer
hours with UD EMS in her senior
year. She is pursuing a master’s
dregree in bioengineering at UD.
In her senior year, Bias served
as crew chief for UD EMS and
dedicated 1,327 hours of service.
She is attending Emory University’s
Rollins School of Public Health to
get her master’s in public health.
Also among the UD EMS Class of
2019 are seven graduates who were
accepted into medical school.


—NATALIE SCHULTE ’20

Illustration by KEVIN M. JOHNSON
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ALUMNI AWARDS

Each year we highlight amazing things our alumni have done.
Congratulations to our 2019 recipients. — D A N I E L L E D A M O N ’ 1 8

JOE BELLE MEMORIAL
YOUNG ALUMNI AWARD

SPECIAL
SERVICE AWARD

Daniel Rajaiah ’13

Joaque Hidalgo ’83

Jim Place ’69, ’72

Lori Beer ’89

Bachelor of Arts,
Political Science

Bachelor of Science,
Marketing

Bachelor of Science, Education
Master of Science, Education

Bachelor of Science,
Computer Science

ALTHOUGH DANIEL RAJAIAH

came to UD as an engineering
major, he left as a political science graduate dedicated to serving his community.
As a student, Rajaiah began
volunteering on local political
campaigns and then reignited
the College Democrats.
When he switched his major, he found a great mentor in
political science lecturer Daniel
Birdsong, who taught him the
importance of being an ethical
servant-leader in the community.
“My passion for helping people started at UD,” Rajaiah says.
After graduation, Rajaiah
worked for the city of Cincinnati
where he became director of external affairs.
In this role he led immigration initiatives for Cincinnati’s
Task Force on Immigration,
which had a goal of making Cincinnati the most immigrantfriendly city in the U.S.
Rajaiah’s work on this helped
place him on Forbes’ 30 Under 30
list in 2015.
Today, Rajaiah is the youngest
vice president at Mercury Public
Affairs — a global public strategy
firm dedicated to solving complex geopolitical problems.
“No matter what we accomplish in our short lives, there is
always more work to be done,”
Rajaiah says. “But it’s all worth
it when you can create authentic relationships and help others
along the way.”

JOAQUE HIDALGO’S ADVICE TO

UD students is simple:
“You’re going to work for a long
time. If you work at something or
somewhere you’re passionate about,
then you will feel fulfilled and success will find you.”
He followed his own advice in
1990 when he left a job in technology for a career at Nike.
As a former Division I soccer
player, Hidalgo found the place
where his passion for sports would
guide his 27-year career.
He held a dozen positions in
sales, marketing and general management at Nike, starting as a regional footwear sales manager,
holding the position of chief marketing officer and retiring as the
president of Nike North America.
In 2017, Hidalgo kicked off the
second chapter of his life.
Seeing parallels between what
the Nike and Make-A-Wish brands
enable, he joined the nonprofit’s
board of directors to lead their marketing efforts to help fund the wish
of every critically ill child.
“Nike is about enabling human potential through the power
of sports,” Hidalgo says. “Make-AWish is about enabling human potential through the power of a wish.”
When not working with the
foundation, he dedicates his time
as a mentor to UD student-athletes
and visits campus to share marketing strategies with students. His
philanthropy also helped build the
state-of-the-art Hidalgo Lounge,
which benefits UD’s soccer team.

CHRISTIAN
SERVICE AWARD

“THERE IS NO DOUBT IN MY MIND

that I was put on this earth to
teach character education and
coach urban high school football,”
Jim Place says.
And that is what he has done,
for nearly 50 years.
From social studies teacher
to head coach to assistant superintendent for character education, Place held many positions in
Dayton and southwest Ohio high
schools.
“Coaching football is my conduit to helping young men to a better life,” he says. “I don’t just coach
football, I teach how to be the best
man you can be.”
Place’s guidance has impacted
the lives of thousands of students,
more than 100 of whom have gone
on to play Division I football on
scholarships.
He also has won numerous
awards, including Miami Valley
Coach of the Year 14 times and
the 2018 Ohio High School Football Coaches Association Lifetime
Achievement Award.
Although no longer coaching,
he continues to teach by offering
10 graduate-level courses on character education at UD.
His curriculum is in high demand — more than 4,000 educators have come to UD from across
Ohio to take his courses.
“I flunked retirement because
I’m not going to let the old man in,”
Place says. “I continue to work because I’m happiest when I’m trying
to help others find their purpose.”

DISTINGUISHED
ALUMNI AWARD

LORI BEER HAS A MESSAGE

for incoming students and
young alumni: Be prepared to
be a student for life. And she
should know.
As the global chief information officer at JPMorgan
Chase, Beer is responsible for
the firm’s technology systems
and worldwide infrastructure,
managing a budget of more
than $11 billion and more than
50,000 technologists who support the company.
“Expect to be acquiring
new knowledge and skills long
after you’ve graduated,” she affirms. “With the pace of change
in business and technology,
I push myself to learn new
things every day.”
Beer began as an electrical engineering major but
switched to computer science
after taking a computer programming class freshman
year. She tells those interested
in STEM subjects to not “focus on trying to fit in but to be
who you are. Stay focused on
the value you can bring as an
individual to the success of
the team.”
Last November, Beer was
named as one of the 10 leading
industry CIOs. She hopes she
can continue being a leader for
those who are new to the field.
“Speak up, engage and be
yourself. That’s how problems
are solved and innovation happens,” she says.
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THE CARL I. MICHAELIS SCHOLARSHIP FUND

SERVE OUR PATIENTS
LTHOUGH CHEMISTRY IS OFTEN THE ROOT OF MANY

science majors’ headaches, students loved learning about
atoms, molecules and chemical reactions from professor
emeritus Carl I. Michaelis.
Michaelis influenced hundreds of students during his 36-year
tenure and has continued to change lives even after his death in 2000.
“We had no idea that Carl’s role was as significant to the University of Dayton as it was,” said Michaelis’ brother — Walter Michaelis
— in a 2001 press release. “Carl was a fellow that didn’t particularly
trumpet his accomplishments. He just did his job.”
The Carl I. Michaelis Scholarship Fund was established in 2001
with a $1.7 million gift. As of fall 2019, the scholarship has financially
supported over 200 students, primarily premedicine majors.

By the numbers

“If I could talk to Dr. Michaelis today, I would want him to know
that his influence positively changed a young doctor’s life,” said naval
officer and orthopedic surgeon Jim Harrison ’09. “This scholarship
was paramount in helping me get an education and going the medical route.”
Scholarship recipients pursue a variety of career paths but find
their own ways to continue the Michaelis tradition of humbly helping others.
“The scholarship helped make my UD experience, and career,
possible,” said pediatric resident Kylie Bushroe ’14. “I’m proud to be
a part of Dr. Michaelis’ legacy at UD and hope I can carry forward the
values he taught as I work alongside a vast team to achieve one common goal: to serve our patients.” — D A N I E L L E D A M O N ’ 1 8

Fast facts about past recipients of the Carl I. Michaelis Scholarship Fund.

UNIVERSITY
OF DAYTON

States represented:

29/50 + Washington, D.C.
Scholarship recipients per state
0

50

118
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NOW

READ | SEE | HEAR

THIS

Building Brands,
Creating Cultures

Stacy Wall Schweikhart ’01

Number of
award recipients:

220

Number of
awards given:

Dollars distributed for
awards since 2001:

276

Award recipient
majors at UD:

Stacy Wall Schweikhart
is no stranger to community involvement. She credits
much of her expertise
to the lessons she learned
from Brother Raymond Fitz, S.M., and mentor
Don Vermillion while earning her master’s
degree in public administration. “In every
role I’ve held since, servant-leadership has
been my why,” she says in her how-to book
titled Building Brands, Creating Cultures. Wall
Schweikhart outlines the interdependency
of branding and culture in the workforce and
how it can be achieved.

$833,800
Premed: 84

Defiance

E.J. Law ’09

Other: 12
( including
Spanish,
education,
finance
and more)

Medicinal—
Pharmaceutical
Chemistry: 8

Biochemistry: 40

Blood on
the Chesapeake

Predentistry: 8

Randy Overbeck ’77

Biology: 26

Psychology: 9
Chemistry: 20

Careers of past award recipients:
Recipients of the Carl I. Michaelis Scholarship have gone on to many professions.
Here are just a few.
anesthesiologist
attorney
dentist

Passing the bar exam
is not easy, and UD law
graduate Evan J. Law
knows this firsthand. He
often crafted his own
stories when studying for
the bar to help the test material become more
relatable. Now an immigration lawyer, Law
helps aspiring lawyers prepare in a similar
way — through legal thrillers. His first novel,
Son of a Sleeper Spy, and the next book in
the series, Defiance, weave legal principles
into suspenseful plot lines. In both novels,
the legal principles are isolated in italics and
footnotes, allowing law students to stop and
comprehend the terminology. Published in
2018, Defiance aims to entertain and educate
audiences.

 eneral
g
practitioner
m
 edical sales
representative
military officer

nurse
physician assistant
professor
researcher

scientist
surgeon
and many others

After more than 30
years in education, it is
no surprise that Randy
Overbeck uses schools as
settings and teachers as
protagonists in his novels. Published in April
2019, Blood on the Chesapeake tells the story
of a high school teacher who encounters the
supernatural when he moves to Wilshire,
Maryland. The haunting story is the first of the
anticipated trilogy. When Overbeck is not writing, he is giving presentations to audiences
all over the country or spending time with
his grandchildren. His debut novel, Leave No
Child Behind, won the 2011 Silver Award for
Thriller of the Year from ReadersFavorite.com.

—LAUREN DUNHAM ’22
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Shaping the future
EXPERIENCE

Jenna Kurek ’17 is educating — and caring — for a better tomorrow.

I

WANTED TO BE A TEACHER EVER

since I was little. There was never a
time when I even considered another
profession. It was even on my first
grade “What do you want to be when you
grow up?” poster.
When I was young, I knew that teachers
taught and that they were loving and caring because that’s what I witnessed. I was
always trying to help people who didn’t understand something, always knew how to
love and care for others, and I loved being
in school. So, in my head, teaching was the
profession for me.
As I grew up, my idea of teaching shifted. In high school, I knew I wanted to make
a difference. I had seen too many students
slip through the educational cracks and
too many students who came from a different socioeconomic background have very
different educational experiences. I grew
more and more frustrated by this, and I
wanted to fill in the gaps.
I chose UD because it made me feel comfortable in a very uncomfortable situation. I
am a homebody and love being around people I know. By taking the challenge to step
52

out of my comfort zone — and go to a school
that was far away from home in Cleveland —
it pushed me to be more independent.
At UD, I was pushed by my professors
to be the best teacher that I can be. It was
not a specific professor, but
rather the culmination of
professors that proved to
me that I can be the best
teacher, regardless of the
socioeconomic area I want
to work in, because there is
no child who deserves any
less than the absolute best
that a teacher has to offer.
UD had everything to
do with where I am today.
Given the fact that I am a
homebody, I fully expected
to go back to Cleveland at
the end of college. All that
changed when I became a
part of the Neighborhood
School Centers, five schools
through Dayton Public that serve as
healthy places of learning for children and
families. I fell in love with Kiser Elemen-
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tary. The diversity is unimaginable — students from all around the world, coming
together for the common good of education and achieving goals. I worked with the
Neighborhood School Centers through
UD’s Fitz Center for Leadership in Community for two years, and when I started
my student teaching, I requested Kiser. I
am now a third-year teacher at Kiser, and I
love it even more than when I started.
I am a third grade teacher in an urban
school. I have seven languages spoken in
my classroom and students from around
the world. My students are met with daily challenges in their home lives, but we
work hard to not let that interfere with
their education. In addition to basic math,
reading, writing and science curriculum,
I teach a lot of trauma sensitivity. I teach
students how to respond appropriately
to challenges and adversity in a respectful way. These coping mechanisms allow them to channel their emotions in a
more positive way. I teach them about the
love I have for them, the love they should
have for each other, the love they should
have for their families, and the love they
should have for themselves. Many of my
students haven’t learned those life lessons for various reasons. They don’t know
how to correctly cope with their feelings,
and if they can’t do that, I know I need to
fill that gap. My students will be the best
versions of themselves when they are in
my room — I hold them to
that expectation. UD taught
me how to work hard to get
where I am today, and I
will continue to teach my
students to work as hard
as they can to meet their
life goals.
People say to me, “Why
do you only want to be a
teacher? You’re smart and
you can do anything you
want.” My response is always the same, “I am shaping the future for tomorrow.
These students will be in
charge one day, and I know
that because I push them
every day to be what they
want to be. Every child is worthy of a quality education, and no child will be left behind — not if I have anything to do with it.”

I teach
them about
the love
they should
have for
themselves.

Illustration by ZACHARY GHADERI

CLASS NOTES
BY THE NUMBERS

975
225

soccer balls donated

Golden Flyers inducted
at Reunion Weekend ’19
(the largest ever)

31
12
9

UDSL grads admitted to
the U.S. Supreme Court

Flyers who visited
Europe

Flyers celebrating
their golden wedding
anniversaries

8
2
1

babies born

hole-in-ones by
the same Flyer

alumnus who has
met Billy Joel

G OL DEN F LY ER S
Dave Durbin ʼ59 (MEE) and Mary
Phillips Durbin ʼ60 (MGT) live in
Sidney, Ohio. They write, “Our fellow
Flyers include three of our seven
children: Karen Durbin Connair ʼ84, Bob
Durbin ʼ88 and Mark Durbin ʼ89.” Like
Dave, Bob and Mark are engineers.
In April, the Sidney Daily News ran an
article about Dave’s retirement from
the city of Sidney’s Building Code of
Appeals Board where he served as a
volunteer member since 2002. “It was
my way of giving back to the community
that has become my home,” Dave told
the newspaper. Dave worked
at Dayton Power & Light and
Ferguson Construction, and
after retirement founded DJD
Engineering.

and grandchild. The Yale Repertory
is nearby and it’s considering producing
the recently completed full-length
version of The Interview. I think of
UD, which changed my life, nearly
every day. I was blown away by the
beauty of the campus during the 2013
Reunion Weekend. I’d love to hear from
my wonderful UD friends at pswetshop@
gmail.com.”
Thomas McGowan ʼ64 (CHM) lives in
Hampton, New Hampshire. He writes,
“After 47 years as a high school math
teacher, I’ve retired. I live on the New
Hampshire coast.”

Dan Topp ʼ61 (MGT) lives in
South Padre Island, Texas. He
writes, “I enjoy the island life
and keep busy managing Bay
Breeze Condos. In May 2018,
I celebrated my 80th birthday
in Ireland with my twin brother,
Don, and brothers Bill and
Richard.”
Peter Swet ʼ63 (ENG) and his
wife, Mary, live in Hamden,
Connecticut. He writes, “Inspired
by such professors as Sarah
Zimmerman, I moved to New
York to become a writer, planning
to paper my walls with rejection
slips as a sign of dues paid. Soon,
however, a one-act play I wrote,
The Interview, was produced off-offBroadway, then off-Broadway, and then
throughout the world with sponsorship
by the U.S. Department of State. An
American TV version starred Eli Wallach.
Next, I wrote for a couple of TV soap
operas, Sesame Street and a couple
of TV mini-series. I also was key writer
for the comedy duo of Jerry Stiller and
Anne Meara. My honors include a couple
of Emmy nominations, a Writers Guild
award, a nomination for the Gaylord
Medal for ‘seeing the ability in disability’
and the 2016 Naples Play Competition
award for Luncheon at Tiffany’s. I also
wrote cover profiles of Jay Leno, Billy
Joel, Charlie Sheen, Sean Connery and
several others. I’ve written a memoir,
Cracking Up: Nice Day for a Hemorrhage,
and am seeking a publisher. For several
years, Mary and I lived in Florida, but
we’re now near our two grown children

Peggy Metzdorf Pantano ʼ66 (EDE)
and Joe Pantano ʼ64 (HST) live in
Okatie, South Carolina. They write,
“We visited Italy to celebrate our
50th wedding anniversary and that of
classmates Roger Vernier ’65 and his
wife, Tina Gougharty Vernier ʼ66.”
Daniel Hobbs ʼ68 (POL) and his wife,
Irma, live in Tracy, California. Daniel is a
professional writer.
Dave Westbrock ʼ68 (MED) and his
wife, Judy, live in Centerville, Ohio. He
writes, “We have three children and five
grandchildren. I wrote a book, A New
Dawn on the Horizon of Health Care, that
was published in December 2018. I’ve
started a new business, Consumer 1st
Digital Health Network, which is devoted
to free-market health insurance reform.”
Mary Ann Burns Fitzsimmons ʼ69
(EDS) and her husband, Steve, live in
Lenexa, Kansas. She writes, “We married
in 1969 and have lived in many
places. I taught middle school
in Middlesboro, Kentucky, and
1
have been a substitute teacher
and an adult education instructor
in Des Moines, Iowa; Kansas
City, Missouri; and Dallas. We
have two children, Tony and
Mark. I helped found Birthright,
a pro-life organization in Dayton;
volunteered for my church and
with special needs adults; and
served as a program director
and Cub Scouts leader. I’m now
raising my 23-year-old special
needs grandson.”
George Federici ʼ69 (MED)
and Lynda Scalise Federici
ʼ69 (MKT) live in Maple Glen,
Pennsylvania. They write,
“We met in 1967 and were
married in 1969. These 50
years later, we have three
children, one of whom is a UD grad,
and nine grandchildren. Life is good.
Thank you, UD.”

1 Joe Pantano ʼ64 (HST) and Peggy
Metzdorf Pantano ʼ66 (EDE) live in
Okatie, South Carolina. They write, “Joe
and Roger Vernier ʼ65 (left) visited the
peak of Monte Mottarone, which
overlooks Lake Maggiore, Italy, to enjoy
the view of the chain of the Alps.” The
visit came during a trip to celebrate the
50th wedding anniversaries of Joe
and Peggy and Roger and his wife,
Tina Gougarty Vernier ʼ66. Joe adds,
“Peggy and Tina missed the photo
because they were shopping.”

Jim Hamant ʼ69 (ELE) and Eva Lahee
Hamant ʼ69 (MET) live in Tempe,
Arizona. They write, “Jim retired from
Iridium Satellite, and Eva volunteers
for Division Developmental Disability’s
independent oversight committee and as
secretary for Inspire. We’ll celebrate our
50th wedding anniversary Jan. 3, 2020.
Our daughter, who played soccer for the
University, and son are both UD grads.”

Bob “Greek” Mohr ʼ65 (SOC) and
his wife, Andrea, live in Southold, New
York. He writes, “After 50 years, I’m
still a practicing psychotherapist. I live
on eastern Long Island, but my license
plate still represents UD. I meet many
great people while driving. I send my
regards to all my classmates.”

Vince Melograna ʼ69 (PMT) lives in
West Chester, Pennsylvania. He writes,
“After graduation and for 50 years,
I worked in sales. I’m now working
in radio broadcasting, providing the
commentary for West Chester University
basketball games. It’s the same job
Bucky Buckhorn does for UD.”
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Bob Toia ʼ69 (BIO) and Kathleen
Todarello Toia ʼ70 (EDE) live in
Centerville, Ohio. Bob writes, “On June 7,
I was inducted into the Golden Flyers as
part of the largest inductee group since
the inception of the Golden Flyers in
1994. I attach a great deal of personal
significance to this induction. It’s one
more reminder of how impactful UD and
the Marianist charism, which permeates
every aspect of what’s truly UD, are on
my life. After receiving my bachelor’s, I
was blessed to be given a teaching and
research assistantship to complete my
master’s in biology under the direction
of Brother Don Geiger, S.M. In summer
1969, I worked for the UD Research
Institute on a project at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base. There I investigated
voice patterns with the goal of helping
develop computers that would respond
to the human voice, regardless of gender
or age. (Remember, this was 1969!)
In August 2020, Kathleen and I will
celebrate our 50th wedding anniversary.
Since we live in the Dayton area, we’re
able to visit campus, speak with students
and attend a variety of UD events. We’re
blown away by the exceptional caliber
of the students, and we feel privileged
and blessed to be able to pay it forward
to benefit the well-deserving and truly
inspirational students.”
Marie Romano Weisgerber ʼ69 (HST)
and Richard Weisgerber ʼ70 (CIE)
live in Janesville, Wisconsin. They write,
“After 50 years, it was nice visiting UD
during Reunion Weekend. We have
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two children: Michael, a doctor at
Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin, lives in
Milwaukee; and Kristina, an instructor
at University of Wisconsin-Whitewater,
in Rock County. We have two
grandchildren: Emiliana and Gabriela.”
Rob Wenning ʼ69 (CPS) and his wife,
Karen, live in Dade City, Florida. He
writes, “I made two holes-in-one this
year, one in January and one in March.”
Les Wenning ʼ69 (ECA) and his
wife, Pat, live in Fort Recovery, Ohio.
He writes, “After graduation, I taught
fifth grade for three years at Coldwater
Elementary in Ohio. I earned an MBA
in marketing in 1973, the same year
Pat and I were married. I worked at Bettis
Atomic Power Laboratory in Pittsburgh
for a couple of years before taking a
position with our family-owned Ford
dealership, where I worked for 40 years.
We have three granddaughters and
three grandsons. Life has been good.”

1970
Kathleen Todarello Toia ʼ70 (EDE) and
Bob Toia ʼ69 (BIO) live in Centerville,
Ohio. They write, “In August 2020, we’ll
celebrate our 50th anniversary. Since
we live in the Dayton area, we’re able
to visit campus, speak with students
and attend a variety of UD events. We’re
blown away by the exceptional caliber
of the students, and we feel privileged
and blessed to be able to pay it forward
to benefit the well-deserving and truly
inspirational students.”

Richard Weisgerber ʼ70 (CIE) and
Marie Romano Weisgerber ʼ69
(HST) live in Janesville, Wisconsin.
They write, “After 50 years, it was nice
visiting UD during Reunion Weekend. We
have two children: Michael, a doctor at
Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin, lives in
Milwaukee, and Kristina, an instructor
at University of Wisconsin-Whitewater,
in Rock County. We have two
grandchildren: Emiliana and Gabriela.”

1971
2 Joseph Blum (EDS) and his wife,
Sandy, live in New Washington, Ohio. He
writes, “I took the University of Dayton
Magazine with me when I visited my
son’s cottage in Napa, California.”
3 Dave Nutini (BIO) and Diane
DiPasquale Nutini ʼ73 (EDE) live in
Edgewood, Kentucky. They write,
“With Dave Ralston ʼ71, we visited
Vienna, Austria, on a Viking Danube
River cruise in fall 2018.”

1973
4 Rich Hayes (EDP) and Gigi Conroy
Hayes (EDE) live in Rockville Centre,
New York. They write, “Recently, we
traveled to the Mount of Temptation in
Israel with Joyce Conroy Schaefer ʼ76
and Mark MacDonald ʼ72.”
3 Diane DiPasquale Nutini
(EDE) Dave Nutini ʼ71 (BIO) live in
Edgewood, Kentucky. They write,
“With Dave Ralston ʼ71, we visited
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Vienna, Austria, on a Viking Danube
River cruise in fall 2018.”

standing on a street corner with their
backpacks. I picked them up, and we
spent the next couple of days camping
and backpacking in the Tetons and
Yellowstone National Park before we
went our separate ways, only to see one
another back in Dayton a few weeks
later. Remembering that freak encounter
always brings a smile to my face.”

1974
5 Oscar Alvarez (MED) and Lynn
Fitzgerald Alvarez (EDE) live in
East Brunswick, New Jersey. Lynn
writes, “I reunited with Aileen Higgins
Clougherty ʼ73, Pat Doris Beham ʼ74
and Tina Arnold Allen ʼ74, who were
my housemates for two years, during
Reunion Weekend in June. We had an
amazing and wonderful time, seeing
each other and reconnecting with our
UD friends. We felt as though we were
20 years old again. We slept in UD
housing, danced at the porch party
and bought beer from the ‘dirty deli’
— all of which brought back the
unforgettable and happy memories
of UD life. The campus looks incredible,
and we feel proud to be UD alumnae.”

1975
Rick Winne (COM) and his wife, Kathy,
live in Evans City, Pennsylvania. He
writes, “I’m still working in software
sales. My biggest joys are my two
grandsons, who live in Amherst, New
York, about 150 miles from Pittsburgh. I
hope that all UD students enjoy life and
that their ambitions burn brighter than
their fears.”

1976

Steve Mueller (PSY) and Cindy
Prasniker Mueller (ACC) live in
Kettering, Ohio. They write, “We
attended our 45th reunion and loved
it. It was great reconnecting with our
classmates.”

6 Trudy McLean Rigney (PSY) and

her husband, Kevin, live in Lombard,
Illinois. She writes, “I recently
vacationed on Isle of Palms, South
Carolina, with four UD friends who met
in Marycrest Hall in fall 1972: Sue Flautt
Mink ʼ76, Marilyn Miller Rupp ʼ75,
Donna Valponi Brookhart ʼ76 and
Ginger Hulshult Franz. We feel blessed
to celebrate 47 years of friendship that
started at UD.”

Robert “Bubba” Smith (EDP) and
his wife, Mary, live in Elkins, West
Virginia. He writes, “We traveled to
Warrensburg, Missouri, on Nov. 6, 2018,
to meet my first grandson, Cory Oren
Richardson. I finally retired, for the
fourth time, on March 2, 2019. I wish
the Flyers good luck in 2019.”

1978
Dave Dalton (LAW) and his wife,
Liz, live in Springboro, Ohio. He writes, “I
own an investment advisory firm in West
Chester, Ohio. My youngest daughter
has worked with me for the past 10
years. My wife of 47 years,
Liz, and I travel every couple of
months. I’d like to work into my late 70s,
as I really enjoy my professional career.”

Barry Stell (POL) and his wife, Mona,
live in Brooklyn, Connecticut. He writes,
“While reading the class notes from
the spring 2019 University of Dayton
Magazine, I was surprised to see a letter
from Joe Laffey ʼ75 describing how, in
1973, he and his boyhood friend and UD
roommate Kevin Loughrey ʼ74 hitchhiked
out West for the summer. I wonder if
Joe and Kevin remember that I ran into
them during that trip by pure chance
while I was driving through Jackson,
Wyoming, with a friend on our way to
Canada after working in Colorado that
summer. I heard someone yell, ‘Hey,
Stell!’ and there were Joe and Kevin

7

Mary Hausman-Beall (EDE) and
her husband, Jeff Beall, live in
Newark, New York. She writes, “I’ll
retire in September after a 41-year
career in education. For 29 years,
I was a classroom teacher for the
Diocese of Rochester, New York;
and for 11 years, I was a professional

8

9

development coordinator for the state
of New York. My career allowed me to
touch many lives.”

1979
Julie Cunningham Bruns (LAW) and
her husband, David, live in Miamisburg,
Ohio. She writes, “I was sworn in as
Montgomery County Juvenile Court
Magistrate on Feb. 8. The proceedings
were held in the courtroom of Judge
Anthony Capizzi ʼ79.”
7 Bob Carlson (SWK) and his wife,

Christine, live in Lagrange, Georgia. He
writes, “I brought the University of
Dayton Magazine to my annual spring
vacation with friends in Seaside,
Florida. I meet with best friends from
Rochester, New York, every late April for
sun and relaxation. Go Flyers!”
8 Michael Oths (ENG) and his wife,
Susan Burke, live in Boise, Idaho. He
writes, “I began a term as president of
the Idaho State Bar in July. I was elected
to the Bar Commission in 2017 as only
the second sitting judge to be elected.
After graduating from UD, I earned my
law degree from the University of
Oregon. I served as county counsel and
deputy district attorney for Morrow
County, Oregon, from 1983 to 1986.
After admission to the Idaho State Bar, I
served as the state’s disciplinary and
ethics counsel from 1986 to 2003,
including a term as president of the
National Organization of Bar Counsel.
Since 2003, I’ve served as a magistrate
judge in Boise. I’m also an adjunct
professor of law at Concordia Law
School. My father, Joseph Oths ʼ56,
served as president of the Ohio State
Bar Association in the 1970s.”

1981
9 Mary Pat Luddy Cornett (CRJ) lives
in Alexandria, Virginia. She writes, “I
met my roommate and Lambda Nu
sorority sister Maggie Grace ʼ81 in
Zurich in February to celebrate her 60th
birthday. I’m chief strategy and
operations officer for the American
Society of Nutrition.”

1940s
J. Matt Roll ’46 — April 22, 2019
Marie T. Kelble Hickey ’49 — March
23, 2019
Roy W. Mayer ’49 — April 8, 2019
Father Paul A. Reich, S.M. ’49 —
April 4, 2019
John W. Schooley ’49 — May 8, 2019
Wilhelm P. “Bill” Wick ’49 —
April 3, 2019

1950s
Carl T. Hamm Jr. ’50 — June 2, 2019
Bill B. Kenney ’50 — March 12, 2019
John C. Lieser Sr. ’51 — May 5, 2019
Alice I. Remnant ’51 — May 5, 2019
Pat J. Luby ’52 — April 16, 2019
Ernie L. Koerner Jr. ’53 —
April 4, 2019
Shearl J. Roberts ’53 —
March 24, 2019
Don J. Dartt Sr. ’54 — April 12, 2019
Joe K. Schroeder ’54 — April 5, 2019
Frank F. Ledford Jr. ’55 —
May 15, 2019
Dick W. Leist ’55 — April 30, 2019
Armand A. Martino ’55 —
May 16, 2019
John S. McClelland ’55 —
March 26, 2019
Jim A. Spoerl ’55 — April 18, 2019
Catherine A. Sewell Talley ’55 —
Dec. 15, 2018
John E. Rosso ’56 — April 5, 2019
Ron R. Greive ’57 — May 30, 2019
Raymond J. Miller ’57 —
March 24, 2019
Patrick T. Ginley ’58 — May 27, 2019
Edward C. Wathen ’58 —
April 23, 2019

1960s
Greg A. Hausfeld ’60 —
May 28, 2019
Chuck D. Malloy III ’60 —
April 12, 2019
Pat T. Bergerson ’61 — April 16, 2019
Ronald F. Ossege ’61 — May 19, 2019
Dan R. Donovan ’62 — May 8, 2019
Gerald L. “Duke” Grilliot ’62 —
March 30, 2019
Robert T. Johnson ’62 —
April 6, 2019
Egbert Juliao ’62 — March 16, 2019
Pat K. Peifer ’62 — May 2, 2019
Gene I. Stemley ’62 — Feb. 1, 2019
Ted M. Jones ’63 — June 5, 2019
George E. Sine Sr. ’64 — May 8, 2019
Donna B. Morgan Bales ’65 —
March 17, 2019
Bill J. Mack Jr. ’65 — March 15, 2018
Sal A. Naccarato ’65 — May 27, 2019
John J. Brennan ’66 — April 12, 2019
Mary Beth Schlanser Doyle ’66 —
April 13, 2019
Edwina K. Nesbitt Newell ’66 —
April 5, 2019
Ron J. Ponist ’66 — June 7, 2019
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1985
10 Alice Hale Murray
(LAW) and her husband, Paul,
live in Valparaiso, Florida.
She writes, “I was admitted
to the U.S. Supreme Court
Bar in Washington, D.C.,
along with a group of other
UD School of Law alumni on
April 29. Dean Strauss made
the motion to the high court
for our admittance. Supreme
Court Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg appeared after the
court ceremony to
congratulate our group.”

9 Maggie Grace (HST) lives in
Newport, Rhode Island. She writes, “I
met my roommate and Lambda Nu
sorority sister Mary Pat Luddy Cornett
ʼ81 in Zurich in February to celebrate
my 60th birthday. I’m a travel agent
with SATO.”

1984
Roger Bingham (MKT) and his wife,
Dawn, live in Lynchburg, Virginia. He
writes, “In May, I became the general
business program chair at Liberty
University. I’m responsible for more
than 1,200 students and the full-time
and adjunct faculty who serve them.
With the move to Lynchburg, our family
is blessed to be together again. Our
older son, Seth, and his wife, Macie,
already lived here, and our younger
son, Ben, is now working in Lynchburg.
In May, Ben graduated from Grace
College, and his class selected me
to be the faculty commencement
speaker. Our daughter, Sarah, is now a
sophomore at Liberty University.”
11 Andrew Trilling (ACC) lives in Fort
Lee, New Jersey. He writes, “I retired
after 25 years as a federal agent with
the U.S. Postal Inspection Service. I
had my photo taken with the U.S.
attorney of the southern district of New
York, Geoffrey Berman. Go Flyers!”

1986
12 Kimberly “Kimmie” Kuharic (ART)
lives in Snellville, Georgia. She writes,
“From May 30 to June 2, I visited Janet
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Tubbs ʼ85 in Los Angeles. We were on
the go from morning until night seeing
the sites and tasting the local
gastronomy.”

1987
Stephanie Rakoci Connors (COM) and
her husband, Kevin, live in Ponte Vedra
Beach, Florida. She is a marketing
assistant with Connors Design Group
Architecture.
Anthony Trozzolillo (LAW) lives in
Scranton, Pennsylvania. He writes,
“I’ve been selected for inclusion in
the 2019 Pennsylvania Super Lawyers
list in the category of personal injury
defense. The list appeared in the June
issue of Philadelphia magazine and
Pennsylvania Super Lawyers magazine.
Each year, only 5% of Pennsylvania
attorneys receive this honor.”

1988
Jim Casey Jr. (LAW) lives in
Washington, D.C. He writes, “I
was re-elected as a State Bar of
Wisconsin delegate to the American
Bar Association house of delegates.
After a one-year hiatus, I was also
re-elected to the State Bar of Wisconsin
nonresident lawyers division board. I’m
an attorney in Washington, D.C., and an
adjunct associate professor at the City
University of New York.”

1989
13 Tom Theil (HST) and Mary Rizner
Theil (EDE) live in Huber Heights, Ohio.

14

They write, “We took a photo of us with
our daughter, Gretchen Theil ʼ21, as we
prepared to board a helicopter tour of
Maui and Molokai in Hawaii. We were
celebrating Gretchen’s graduation from
Ohio State University and her start as a
graduate assistant in the master’s
program in higher education at UD.”

1992
Marc Fortner (ESM) and Kelly O’Neill
Fortner (PSY) live in Buffalo, New
York. Kelly writes, “In 2018, I founded
a consulting company, The Final
Path, which specializes in designing
and preserving personal legacies,
organizing important paperwork, and
addressing end-of-life preferences.
Preparation removes the burden from
loved ones when life throws my clients
a curve ball. The company’s website
is thefinalpath.com. Marc and I have
three children: Charlie, 15; Paige, 14;
and Lucy, 12.”
Konrad Kircher (LAW) and his
wife, Melissa, live in Maineville, Ohio.
He writes, “The Ohio Association
for Justice recognized me with its
J. Thomas Henretta Distinguished
Advocate Award during the
organization’s annual convention in
May. I’m an attorney with Rittgers &
Rittgers.”
14 Damon Young (MTA) and Virginia
“Ginger” Kehm Young (ENG) live in
Greendale, Wisconsin. They write,
“We’re proud UD parents excited that
our daughter entered the 2019
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freshman class. We had to get new UD
license plates. Go Flyers!”

1993
15 Chris Nartker (EDS) and Chantelle
Draffin Nartker ʼ07 (EIP) live in
Beavercreek, Ohio. They write, “Last
summer, we took a trip to Europe,
visiting Rome and Paris. We were
fortunate to get tickets to a papal
audience. During the three days we
were in Rome, Chris wore UD shirts, and
many people came up to him and said
they were alumni or had family members
who had attended UD. Then in Paris,
Chris again had on a UD shirt when we
went to Notre Dame Cathedral. While
there, a group of current UD students
studying abroad approached us. After a
nice chat, we told them to enjoy their
time at UD and, after they graduate, to
go out into the world and do great things
to help others. We parted ways and
then, three hours later, ended up on the
same tour of the towers. We loved our
time at UD. As teachers, we’ve enjoyed
sharing our love of UD with students for
the past 26 years, using the phrase ‘the
finest Catholic institution of higher
education in the United States.’ Now
we’re thrilled to report that our daughter,
Anna, became a UD student this fall.”

Jason Younger (CRM) and Katharine
Kirschner Younger ʼ09 (SPN) announce
the birth of Olivia Grace (3-25-19), who
joins them at home in Westerville, Ohio.
They write, “We were married Sept.
23, 2018, in Columbus, Ohio, in a small,
intimate ceremony.”

1995
Matt Petrick (ENG) and Annie
Breitenstein (BIO) live in Oak Park,
Illinois. They write, “We celebrated our
20th wedding anniversary with a family
trip to the U.S. Virgin Islands. Our son,
Noah, is in fifth grade at Ascension
Catholic School. Our daughter, Ruthie,
is a junior at Oak Park and River Forest
High School. Our son, Simon, graduated
from the same high school, and we’re
happy to announce that he’s now a
freshman at UD. Cheers to the Class of
2023. Go Flyers!”

1996
Debbie Bates (MIC) lives in South Euclid,
Ohio. She writes, “I graduated from
Temple University with my doctorate
in music theory in May. I received the
Music Therapy Research Award for
my dissertation, which explored the
effects of pre-transplant music therapy
for patients undergoing allogeneic
blood and marrow transplants. I’m the
music therapy manager for the Arts
and Medicine Institute at the Cleveland
Clinic and a member of the Cleveland
Orchestra Chorus.”

2000
16 Elizabeth Pugel (CMT) married
Scott Runevitch Sept. 8, 2018, in
Cleveland. She writes, “Kate Srp
Broerman ʼ00 was in the bridal party.
I’m a senior training and development
partner at the Cleveland Clinic, where I
manage and deliver executive training
and development. I’m also an adjunct

15

17

18

16

professor at Cuyahoga Community
College and John Carroll University.
In 2017, I founded a leadership
development consulting firm, Pugel
Enterprises.” The couple lives in
University Heights, Ohio.

2001
17 Joe Hofstetter Jr. (MCT) lives in
Strongsville, Ohio. He writes, “I’ve been
promoted to principal at Karpinski
Engineering. I’m also the firm’s director
of building performance and
sustainability.”
18 Linda Turk (PHL) lives in Columbus,
Ohio. She writes, “From the moment you
step onto UD’s campus, you feel a sense
of belonging. After you leave, you have
the people you met along the way
who’ve become an extension of your
family and will be with you for the rest of
your life. I was part of a group of 14
women who earned the moniker ‘The
Mini Village’: Meredith Bischoff Young
ʼ01, Amy Alexander Reindl ʼ01, Tonya
Elder Conklin ʼ02, Jennifer Rice Nichols
ʼ01, Kate Brennan ʼ01, Emilie Worley ʼ02,
Shanae Sabo Strayer ʼ00, Katie Worster
Smith ʼ00, Julie Parina Fehl ʼ01, Chris
Vehar Jutte ʼ01, Beth Huffman Leibreich
ʼ01, Sarah Demczyk Chase ʼ00, Stephanie
Shultz Yenn ʼ99, and me. We walked
across campus and studied together,
shared meals and exchanged clothes. We
watched endless loops of Dirty Dancing
on Flyer TV, got ready for formals, went
to Tim’s for quarter drafts and Flannigan’s
to see Drunk and Disorderly and
attended all the parties at 311 Kiefaber.

Richard M. Soares ’66 —
May 13, 2019
M. Elaine Watts Harris ’67 —
May 26, 2019
Vince F. Speziale Jr. ’67 —
April 2, 2019
Tom A. Traynor ’67 — April 7, 2019
Denny D. Wackerly ’67 —
April 21, 2019
W. Neil Bauer ’68 — May 29, 2019
Charles Stewart J. Crawford Sr. ’68
— May 29, 2019
Taylor H. Henry ’68 — June 15, 2019
William G. Palsulich ’68 —
Dec. 18, 2018
Dick C. Entwistle ’69 — July 8, 2018
Janis E. Neustadt Goeke ’69 —
March 23, 2019
Steven N. Watercutter ’69 —
April 2, 2019
Patricia A. Lyman Wieja ’69 —
April 23, 2019

1970s
Anthony G. Giannavola ’70 —
March 17, 2019
Richard V. Grewe ’70 —
June 14, 2019
Bill J. “Boz” Boczany Jr. ’71 —
April 16, 2018
Tom R. Fellenstein ’71 —
April 12, 2019
Inna Kovalev Kerrigan ’71 —
May 10, 2019
Jean I. Hauserman Purcell ’71 —
April 1, 2019
Kathleen D. Mannix Schlarb ’71 —
March 28, 2019
Maureen A. Stailey ’71 —
March 31, 2019
Herman L. Madden Jr. ’72 —
Jan. 24, 2019
Wolfgang Melinat ’72 — June 1, 2019
Robert J. Unverferth ’72 —
May 21, 2019
Pat J. Kilbane Sr. ’73 —
May 23, 2019
Barbara A. Roetzer Thien-Miller ’73
— Nov. 20, 2018
Barbara J. Denhart Marinelli ’74 —
March 18, 2019
Patrick J. McCormick ’74 —
May 21, 2019
Tim W. Singleton ’74 — May 1, 2019
Jackie Valentine McNair ’75 —
May 19, 2019
Vijay Rastogi ’75 — May 12, 2019
Larry J. Bruns ’76 — Feb. 23, 2019
Rick J. Harris ’77 — April 18, 2019
Lou C. Kibler ’77 — July 2, 2018
David R. Moore ’77 — May 15, 2017
Sarah M. Askew Adams ’78 —
March 22, 2019
Ed S. Brubaker ’78 — April 8, 2019
Michael H. Holz ’79 — Feb. 15, 2019
Earl B. Nunn ’79 — April 14, 2019
Carol A. Stewart Smith ’79 —
April 21, 2019
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19

20

21

22

2005
19 Nikima Barnhill (MPA)
married Dave Newsome
Nov. 10, 2018. She writes,
“I recently accepted the
position of assistant director
of records and election
services/assistant city clerk
for the city of Santa Monica,
California, where we live.”

We were sometimes mistaken for one
another, and that was perfectly fine with
us. All 14 of us hadn’t been in the same
place since our UD days until a recent
weekend trip to Hocking Hills, Ohio. We
traveled from Ohio, New York, Illinois,
Texas, South Carolina, Florida and
Washington for a weekend of old and
new stories, tears, laughter, singing,
hiking and dancing. The love that filled
the house during those 48 hours was
immeasurable. See, we aren’t only
friends from college: We’re also
bridesmaids and maids of honor,
honorary aunties, godmothers,
confidants, constant supporters and
soulmates. Although our time together
was short, it reminded us of the bond that
only a Flyer knows, one we’re thankful for
every day. God knew what He was doing
when He brought us together.”

2005
20 Laura Coffey Del Cid (FIN) and her
wife, Jessica, announce the birth of
Alexander Leonel (11-3-18), who joins
them at home in Cincinnati. Laura writes,
“Alexander weighed 6 pounds, 13
ounces, and was 20 ½ inches long. I’m a
senior vice president and director of
treasury risk management at Fifth Third
Bank. We can’t wait to bring Alexander to
his first Flyers basketball game.”

Kathryn Shenk Western (REL) and her
husband, Eric, announce the birth of
Gabriel Isaac (1-26-19), who joins siblings
Anthony, Hannah, David and Abigail at
home in Amelia, Ohio.
58
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23

2006
Sister Beata “Bea” Tiboldi,
O.P. (ECE) lives in Columbus, Ohio.
She writes, “The second Sunday of
Easter was the perfect day for my
perpetual profession, which was
made during a celebratory Mass in
the chapel at my congregation’s
motherhouse in Columbus. During
the ceremony, I professed to God the
vows of obedience, celibacy and
poverty. I was the first woman to
enter candidacy after a merger that
created the Dominican Sisters of
Peace in 2009. I was first called to
religious life at 15 while growing up
in Hungary. That persistent voice
continued after I moved to the United
States in my twenties, serving as an au
pair and a teacher in Dayton. One thing
that drew me to the Dominican Sisters of
Peace was their effort to reach out to
young women who discern that a
vocation to religious life is very
intentional. I’ve ministered as an
educator, a catechist and a pastoral
associate. I’m a member of the
congregation’s vocation team and
work with young women to help them
discern their call to religious life. I
earned degrees in elementary
education, catechesis and computer
programming in Budapest. This year, I’ll
earn a master’s degree in pastoral
studies from Fordham University.”
21

2007
15

Chantelle Draffin Nartker (EIP)

and Chris Nartker ʼ93 (EDS) live in
Beavercreek, Ohio. They write,
“Last summer, we took a trip to
Europe, visiting Rome and Paris.
We were fortunate to get tickets to
a papal audience. During the three
days we were in Rome, Chris wore
UD shirts, and many people came up to
him and said they were alumni or had
family members who had attended UD.
Then in Paris, Chris again had on a UD
shirt when we went to Notre Dame
Cathedral. While there, a group of
current UD students studying abroad
approached us. After a nice chat, we told
them to enjoy their time at UD and, after
they graduate, to go out into the world
and do great things to help others. We
parted ways and then, three hours later,
ended up on the same tour of the
towers. We loved our time at UD. As
teachers, we’ve enjoyed sharing our love
of UD with students for the past 26
years, using the phrase ‘the finest
Catholic institution of higher education
in the United States.’ Now we’re thrilled
to report that our daughter, Anna,
became a UD student this fall.”

2008
Neil Bailey (POL) and Amy Ferguson
Bailey (PSY) announce the birth of twins
Cornelius Bailey III and Audrey Joy (319-19), who join them at home in Yellow
Springs, Ohio.
24 Jimmy Parks (ESM) and Lindsay
Camella Parks ʼ09 (MKT)(LDR)
announce the birth of Emilia “Emi” Sue

IN MEMORIAM

24

26

1980s

25

27

Michael Abraham Falugi (formerly
Faloughi) ’80 — June 3, 2019
Peter R. Richardson ’80 —
March 26, 2014
Suzanne M. Neff Bergman ’81 —
April 29, 2019
Mary L. Owen Oswalt ’81 —
May 20, 2019
Jerry L. Hatchett ’82 — April 10, 2019
James E. Laipply ’82 — Jan. 14, 2019
Doug S. Phillips ’82 — May 6, 2019
Greg L. Van Atta ’82 — April 26, 2019
Denise A. Hinkel Cenedella ’83 —
March 16, 2019
Ronald L. Shimovetz ’85 —
May 6, 2019
Doug M. McDonough ’86 —
April 6, 2019
Austin W. Bassett ’87 — May 4, 2019
Glenn R. Walters ’87 —
 July 11, 2019
Willie Evans Weaver ’88 —
May 30, 2019
Shelley M. Kohout Hunt ’89 —
May 6, 2019
Dana F. Maselli ’89 — June 10, 2019

28

1990s

(3-5-19), who joins sister Ella at home in
Springboro, Ohio.

2009
22 Tyler Frederick (POL) and
Amy Bryniczka Frederick (BSE)
(SPN) announce the birth of William
Scot (4-14-19), who joins brother
Charlie (12-16-16) at home in Arlington
Heights, Illinois.
23 Matt Kleingers (OPS)(ENT) and
Amanda Lewis Kleingers (PSY)(CJS)
announce the birth of Owen Matthew
(11-27-18), who joins siblings Avery, 4,
and Gavin, 2, at home in West Chester,
Ohio. They write, “Owen is a very
sweet and happy baby. His siblings
adore him.”
24 Lindsay Camella Parks (MKT)
(LDR) and Jimmy Parks ʼ08 (ESM)
announce the birth of Emilia “Emi”
Sue (3-5-19), who joins sister Ella at
home in Springboro, Ohio. Lindsay is
an associate director of annual giving
at UD.

Cassie Screngi (LAW) lives in
Delaware, Ohio. She writes, “I was
recently promoted to litigation manager
at Cordell & Cordell, the nation’s largest
domestic litigation firm focusing on
representing men in family law cases.
I’m a divorce attorney and practice in
the firm’s Columbus, Ohio, office.”
Katharine Kirschner Younger
(SPN) and Jason Younger ʼ93 (CRL)
announce the birth of Olivia Grace

(3-25-19), who joins them at home in
Westerville, Ohio. They write, “We were
married Sept. 23, 2018, in Columbus,
Ohio, in a small, intimate ceremony.”

and travel to different cities together as
often as possible.”

2010

27 Keith Conti (POL) was married
Feb. 23 on Long Island in New York
City. He writes, “Jennifer and I
celebrated with some Flyers and, of
course, had a flag with the (previous)
UD logo.” The couple lives in
Bridgewater, New York.

Alex Fairchild Oates (ECE) and her
husband, Tyler, announce the birth of
Emory Catherine Elizabeth (11-15-18),
who joins sister Olivia at home in
Herrenberg, Germany.
Nathan Stuckey (LAW) lives in
Springfield, Ohio. He writes, “In June,
I graduated from the Ohio State Bar
Association’s 2019 Leadership
Academy, an interactive training
program covering such topics as
civility, ethics, branding and thought
leadership. I’m a principal attorney
at The Stuckey Firm, where I practice
litigation in the areas of personal
injury, wrongful death, medical
malpractice, product liability and
criminal traffic defense. I’ve served on
the boards of the Ohio Association for
Justice and the Miami Valley Trial
Lawyers Association and have been
named among the top trial lawyers in
the nation.”
25

2011
26 David Lowe (MEE) and Miranda
Bailey Lowe (LDR) live in Huber
Heights, Ohio. They write, “We traveled
to Glenwood Springs, Colorado, with
Stephanie Carpenter ʼ11 and Jessica
Schiele ʼ11 and hiked to Hanging Lake.
We’ve been friends since we met at UD

2012

Chris Hempfling (LAW) and his
wife, Michele, live in Conyers,
Georgia. He writes, “I was appointed
to serve as deputy director and general
counsel for the Division of Family
and Children Services. I provide
legal guidance to the agency and
supervise its communication, legislative
and constituent services offices. I’m
a child welfare law specialist and
previously served as a special assistant
attorney general for the Georgia
Department of Human Services,
representing the Division of Family
and Children Services and the Division
of Aging Services.”
Elliott Johnson (FIN) and Meg
Franklin Johnson (MKT) announce
the birth of Rose Catherine (6-22-18),
who joins them at home in Cincinnati.
28 Kelsey Flanders Zienty (EPT)
lives in Lombard, Illinois. She writes,
“Recently, Amy Ruehl ʼ12 and I traveled
to Scotland and England, where we
visited another Flyer who has moved
to the United Kingdom.”

Jim R. Henry ’90 — June 2, 2019
Gil C. Klose ’90 — April 29, 2019
Juli M. Ciavola King ’92 —
April 20, 2019
Patricia “Pat” A. Nemick Spicer ’95
— May 22, 2019
Assunta C. Montes de Oca Marshall
’96 — May 19, 2019
Bill M. Cochran ’99 — May 12, 2019

2000s
Jonathan D. Payne ’14 —
April 22, 2019
FRIENDS
Elizabeth Porter Blackburn —
April 30, 2019; widow of former
UD head basketball coach
Tom Blackburn.
Bruce C. Bullman — May 21, 2019;
University assistant vice president
of facilities management.
Sylvester L. Eveslage —
June 6, 2019; professor emeritus,
chemistry.
Phillip E. McKinney Sr. —
May 29, 2019; former University
equipment operator.
Helen M. Moss — May 20, 2019;
former University advancement
and facilities employee.
John W. Renn — March 24, 2019;
former University ROTC instructor.
Sead A. Uruci — April 17, 2019;
former University of Dayton
Research Institute employee.

Prayer intentions are collected
through the Marianist Mission at
bit.ly/Marianist_Mission.
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29

30

31

2014
29 Joshua Yoho (BCM)(BIO)
and Rachel Phillips Yoho
(POL) announce the adoption
of Jasmine, Katelynn and
Johann. They write, “On April
8, we adopted a sibling
group of three future Flyers
who were in the state of
Florida’s foster system. We
are over the moon with the
addition to our family. We
came to Florida so Josh
could earn a doctorate in
chemistry, but we will be
leaving with so much more.”

2013
Aidan Curran (CMM) lives in
Beavercreek, Ohio. He writes, “In
2018 I started my dream job, working
at UD in the office of e-learning.
I work directly with faculty and
students, creating video content for
the classroom. I love being back in
the area and have been involved
with new student orientation.”
Emma Kiefer (ECE) married
Brett Elliott ʼ14 (EDC) Aug. 3, 2018,
in Dayton. They write, “Flyers from
the Class of 1978 to the Class of 2015
attended, and many Flyers were in
the bridal party. We’re so thankful for
our Flyer family for helping us celebrate
our special day.” The couple lives in
Fairborn, Ohio.
30

Colleen Williams (ESM) lives in
Waretown, New Jersey. She writes,
“In May, Shannon Donoher ʼ13 joined
me on an annual trip for my nonprofit
organization, SistaSoccer, to Thailand.
It was SistaSoccer’s fourth trip to
Ban Wantakian elementary school
in Kanchanaburi, Thailand. The 10day trip was incredible. We shared
cultures, taught English and, of course,
played soccer. Our goal is to raise
enough money to bring five of the
students who especially love soccer
to the United States next summer as
part of an exchange opportunity. I
founded SistaSoccer in 2017, and the
organization recycles and distributes
athletic gear around the world.
We’ve recycled more than 2.5
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tons of gear to five continents and
have donated gear and coached
and mentored more than 1,000
underprivileged children throughout
the United States, Costa Rica, Ethiopia,
Thailand, Ireland and Ecuador. We’ve
found homes for and recycled more
than 2,700 jerseys, 900 pairs of cleats
and 975 balls.”

2014
Stacie Covington (ENG) lives in
Dayton. She writes, “Since graduating,
I’ve stayed at UD in a variety of roles.
Currently, I’m a lecturer in the English
department. I teach classes in first-year
and sophomore writing, including a
Harry Potter-themed class.”
30 Brett Elliott (EDC) married
Emma Kiefer ʼ13 (ECE) Aug. 3, 2018,
in Dayton. They write, “Flyers from
the Class of 1978 to the Class of 2015
attended, and many Flyers were in
the bridal party. We’re so thankful for
our Flyer family for helping us celebrate
our special day.” The couple lives in
Fairborn, Ohio.
31 Beth Golonka (ECE) married
Dominic Valentino ʼ16 (ACC) Oct. 20,
2018, in Columbus, Ohio, where the
couple lives. They write, “Beth’s
grandfather, Ken Golonka ʼ61,
married us.”

Carly Mears (MEE) lives in Cincinnati.
She writes, “I’ve been working at GE
as an engineer since graduation. I was
so excited to be back on campus to

celebrate our five-year reunion and see
everyone again.”

2015
Brigid Kovach (EEP) lives in Cincinnati.
She writes, “Since graduating, I’ve
worked at the University of Cincinnati
with other UD alumni, including Trent
Pinto, Alex McSwain and Caitlin Borges.
I went back to school to earn my
nursing degree.”

2016
30 Dominic Valentino (ACC)
married Beth Golonka ʼ14 (ECE)
Oct. 20, 2018, in Columbus, Ohio,
where the couple lives. They write,
“Beth’s grandfather, Ken Golonka ʼ61,
married us.”

2018
Danielle Damon (CMM) and Class of
2018 classmates gathered for their
own one-year reunion in Onekama,
Michigan, this August. She writes,
“Seven of my best friends and I traveled
from Cincinnati, Dayton, Chicago
and Pittsburgh for a weekend of sun,
boating and laughs. Staying at Kelly
Delisio’s family lake house, we dubbed
the weekend ‘Camp Delisio.’ Other
group members were Alana Anselmi,
Emily Perry, Anne Whalen, Meghan
Leslie, Sarah Michaud, Marie Pinto
and Madeline Black (in absentia). We
didn’t want to leave and are already
planning another group trip in October
to Pittsburgh.”

PERCEPTIONS

Where do we
put our flesh?
BY CLAIRE BOWMAN ’19

MY WORK IS CONCERNED WITH SOCIETY’S STANDARDS FOR WOMEN AND THEIR BODIES

and the resulting effects on their perception of themselves. I seek to address this in the hopes of
starting conversations and eventually moving beyond them to a more equal and diversely accepting world. Relief printing can reflect these concerns. Cutting into the surface of the linoleum,
creating deep, irremovable marks mirrors the experience of trying to conform our bodies to
society’s ideals. Like my tools into the surface, the words and images that saturate our daily lives
dig into our minds and leave imprints.
@clairebowmanstudio
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Three hours, twice a day
BY JOE SCHLANGEN ’20

A

SUMMER ENGINEERING INTERN-

ship in Mountain View, California, sounded like a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity — like a movie
trailer with an aerial shot of me in a bright
red convertible, packed to capacity, flying
across the Golden Gate Bridge.
The job was just what I was interested in —
automation, innovation and sustainability. It
seemed too good to be true, but it was all real
— except for the convertible.
I drive a 2004 Ford Taurus.
After a search of everything from communal bunk-houses to Stanford subleases
to a bedroom above a bodega, all north of
$1,300 a month, I found a place to rent in
Santa Cruz, California. The tenant of a friend

62

of my next-door neighbor was moving out
two days after I was to arrive. I’d be living in a
vacation town on the Pacific Ocean — just 39
miles from the office.
I arranged for my Taurus to be shipped.
But six hours before my flight, it failed to start.
It would take weeks to have it fixed and
shipped; I had to be at the office two days
later. I was only 20, so renting a car was out
of the question. I contacted anyone I could
think of — including some UD alumni at the
company and in the Bay Area Alumni Community: “Anyone have a spare car to rent for
three months to a UD student?”
The alumni community responded. No one
had an extra car, but one couple offered me a
room in their house. I regretfully declined be-
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cause of the exception my housemate made to
take me on as a short-term renter.
A 2016 graduate told me about the area’s
elaborate transit system and was confident
that I could make it work.
Santa Cruz is 39 miles from Mountain
View. That’s approximately the distance from
UD to Kings Island (in Mason, Ohio). In Silicon Valley, however, going 39 miles feels more
like driving to Toledo or, some days, Detroit.
So, I turned to Google Maps and learned
the commute was possible via public transit
in an hour and 20 minutes if I took the 5:25
a.m. Santa Cruz Metro Highway 17 Express
bus to the San Jose Caltrain station, hopped
on the bullet to Mountain View and then
boarded the MVGo shuttle.

Photograph by DENYS NEVOZHAI / UNSPLASH

The reality was as different as the
convertible and the Taurus. My commute was a confusing, bumpy, crowded three hours. I told my mom on the
phone, “Three hours — twice a day,
five days a week, every week for three
months. I guess I’ll just get into some
new podcasts or read or something.
Maybe it’ll be fun.”
“Fun” wasn’t the right word, but it
was manageable — for a couple of weeks.
Then the bus broke down on Highway 17
... for the first time. I weighed my options,
which is to say, I weighed my option.
I learned to accept — and expect —
occasional train delays, and how to, on
occasion, tactfully walk into a morning
meeting 15 minutes late.
About a month following the first bus
breakdown, my housemate asked me to
drive him to the airport. I’d get to use the
car for the day.
It was as if the universe wanted to
give me a taste of what could’ve been —
except in a BMW instead of a Taurus. I
could leave work whenever I wanted.
I could take the scenic route home. I
could even scream-sing Beyoncé for my
entire commute.
The possibilities were endless.
Then I got the full California highway
experience — avoiding motorcyclists legally weaving among the stopped cars,
watching my ETA advance on Google
Maps like the national debt calculator,
and mindlessly flipping through the
tracks of my housemate’s Red Hot Chili
Peppers album.
All I could think about was curling
up with a good book on the Highway 17
Express.
Despite the traffic (and the approximately 192 hours I’ve spent in transit so
far), I’ve had a great summer.
As I wrote this piece on a cloudy Saturday morning in July, I sat on my front
porch with a large coffee and the friendliest cat on the planet, waiting for the
morning haze to clear up so I could walk
to the beach.
I would come back here in a heartbeat.
Schlangen, a mechanical engineering major,
held a 2019 summer internship at Kitty Hawk
Corp. (kittyhawk.aero). Dabbling in things such
as singing, cooking and photography, he is
working at starting a website for his personal
creative projects.

Man or monster
BY ROSE RUCOBA ’19

W

HAT I REMEMBER EXPERIENC-

ing first, after we all went through
security, was the silence.
We knew we would be visiting
during roll call when all the men were in their
cells. That had been explained by our professor, Meredith Doench of the Department of
English, in her spring 2019 U.S. Prisons in Literature and Culture class, which focused on
non-fiction writing by American authors who
had experienced the prison system.
But still the silence startled me as we began
our visit to Warren Correctional Institution, a
men’s federal prison in Lebanon, Ohio. Movies and TV shows portray prisons as noisy and
rambunctious places, so it surprised me that
they could be quiet places, too.
Making it worse — as the correction officers
took us on a tour of the different cell blocks,
the housing units for inmates — I felt the prisoners watching us from inside their cells.
At the same time, there were some things
that Orange is the New Black and The Shawshank Redemption got right — like the plastic
picnic table-like fixtures in the middle of each
block’s community space or the campus-style
layout of the prison with various buildings and
cellblocks surrounding a large courtyard.
The correctional officers were brutally
realistic about what to expect while touring
the prison. There was no sugar-coating here.
None of them held back about what the women touring should expect or about all the kinds
of guys they had to deal with over the years.
And they were right.
While we were crossing the courtyard between blocks, inmates were yelling out the
windows at us, especially at us women. I wasn’t
exactly upset, but now I thought, “Wow, this is
real; I’m here at a prison and the prisoners are
really yelling at me.”
Before I had any time to process my feelings about this harassment, we moved on to
another building. There we talked with Nancy,
one of the prison’s psychiatrists. She was a fascinating woman who had this positive energy
and was passionate about what she did.
Her mentality in treating the inmates was
just so much different from what much of
the rest of society thinks. She knew how their
minds worked and the degree to which much
of their criminal behavior was based on survival and mental illness, not pure evil.

She told us a story about a man who had
been accused of sexually assaulting his niece.
After being tried, convicted and imprisoned,
he was abandoned by his family. During the
Christmas holiday season, he called members
of his family. Nobody returned his calls.
Earlier this year, he committed suicide.
I found myself thinking about the crime for
which this man had been imprisoned. I knew
that imprisonment was for such a crime highly
deserved. I also thought of his isolation, of his
being cut off from humanity.
For the last part of the tour, we were herded
into a meeting room where one of the correctional officers showed us contraband as well as
weapons that inmates had created and used
over the years. Items included razorblades
tied to improvised handles with string, clothing made from the inmate’s mattress material,
and a Bible with white supremacist teachings
hidden between the lines.
Then the officers brought in two inmates
for us to interview. Both men were on the honor block, a cellblock for inmates who generally
have good behavior and take advantage of the
prison’s various resources and programs.
They answered all of our questions. They
told us visiting hours lasted two and a half
hours and that they are allowed to hug. They
told us they are allowed access to the commissary every two weeks. And, yes, they told us the
prison food is absolutely awful.
After a conversation that lasted about an
hour, the men were led back out. I remember
being overburdened with information and
emotions. They seemed a lot more honest and
genuine about their experiences than I had
thought they would be. I remember thinking,
“They seem almost like normal guys.”
The correctional officers noticed our reactions. In their closing remarks to us before
we got ready to leave for the day, they shook
their heads and smiled vaguely at us, warning us that while the men we spoke to were
on an honor block and seemed like normal
men, this was prison. There was no telling
what they, to survive on the inside, might do
or lies they might tell.
Rucoba, who majored in English with a
concentration in creative writing, wrote for both UD
Magazine and Flyer News. She is doing a year of
service with Amate House in Chicago.
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FROM
THE
EDITOR
PARTING WORDS

Strong is our
only option

W

E HUDDLED IN THE BASEMENT BATHROOM

for three hours, the dog and daughter crowded
into a shower filled with pillows and blankets, my
husband and I sitting on the tile floor. At first, it
was for the tornado a county away from us. I’m a wimp when
it comes to severe weather, but now that we have a child, I’ve
renamed it caution. Another tornado touched down just to the
north of us. And then another to
the east. Our power went out, and
we sat in the glow of the phone,
watching the meteorologist turn
pale as a magenta blob on the
weather map indicated a tornado
touching down in a place filled
with homes and people.
It was heading straight for us.
That EF4 tornado more than
a half mile wide would be on the
ground for 19 miles and 30 minutes before it was done chewing up
houses and spitting out dreams. It
was one of 19 tornadoes in our region that night that left more than
2,000 structures destroyed or uninhabitable in Montgomery
County alone. Among the damage was our sense of safety.
To say we were “lucky” that the tornado took a jog south
implies all those neighbors whose homes were splintered and
shattered were simply “unlucky.” We fail when grasping for the
language of the unexplainable.
Yet we find a way to articulate our strength.

That was the second time this summer we would need to
be #DaytonStrong. The first was two days earlier, when more
than 500 counter-protesters showed the nine members of a
Klan-affiliated group that hate is not welcome in our town.
The pain yet to come was unfathomable.
In this issue, we bring you 10 voices touched by the mass
shooting in Dayton’s Oregon District. None of those 10 were physically injured by the shooter, but
in their words you’ll feel the pain
and hope shared by so many in our
community.
At the funeral for one of the
nine people massacred, a father’s
grief over the casket of his son
shook his being and sent waves of
sorrow over the pews. We wept —
not for the first time, and not for
the last.
A bullet doesn’t just rip
through flesh; it can fracture a
psyche and a community. But
we are #DaytonStrong. It says
so on T-shirts and bracelets and
bright lighted signs on public buses. It’s present in our actions, of clearing downed trees and donating to relief funds.
#DaytonStrong bonds us, stitching together our grief and
outrage as well as our resilience and resistance. We will not
hide. We will again reclaim our sense of safety, the same wish
we have for every community on an ever-growing list that
must come to an end.

M ICH EL L E T EDF OR D ’9 4
Editor, University of Dayton Magazine
magazine@udayton.edu
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TIME LAPSE

GUARDIAN
ANGELS
Given the looks on the faces of
these 1909 students of St. Mary’s
Institute, this guardian angel was kept
busy. Take a look in on today’s newest
students, Page 18.

